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Abstract: Regardless of new achievements in the research of prediction models,
QoS is still a great issue for high quality web services and remains one of the key
subjects that need to be studied. We believe that QoS should not only be measured,
but have to be predicted in development and implementation phases. In this paper
we assess how diﬀerent input projection algorithms inﬂuence the prediction accuracy
of a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) trained with large datasets of web services QoS
values.
Keywords: Quality of Service (QoS), adaptive models, web services, large/big data.

1

Introduction

The major web services QoS requirements are: availability, accessibility, integrity, performance, regulatory reliability and security. Models of prediction and/or optimization of QoS in
web services are presented in many actual works: [19], [14], [16], [15], [20], [21], etc.
This research work continues the investigation on web services QoS criteria prediction and
completes the results obtained in [1]- [5], works (co)authored by ﬁrst author of this paper. We
build in this work an adaptive model that oﬀers good prediction results of QoS in web services.
Since more data may lead to more accurate analyses and more precise analyses may lead to more
conﬁdent decision making, the development of accurate and adaptive prediction models is both
challenging and essential. Enhanced conclusions can cause superior operational eﬃciencies, cost
reductions and lower risks.
Scott Zucker, Vice President of Business Services at Family Dollar, said: "Small data is gone.
Data is just going to get bigger and bigger and bigger, and people just have to think diﬀerently
about how they manage it" [8]. Large data is an expression used to deﬁne the exponential growth
of data availability and size. Several recent technology improvements, that allow organizations to
make the most of big data analytics, are: aﬀordable bigger storage, faster and parallel processors,
open source platforms, clustering, virtualization, grid computing, increased throughput and last,
but not least, Cloud computing.
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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Another new term for the quantity of information generated by business, government, and
science is: data deluge [10]. For instance, in 2010, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) facility
at CERN delivered 13 petabytes of data. Concurrently to this important growth, data are also
becoming strongly interconnected. For example, Facebook is approximately fully connected.
Presently, social networks interconnect people or groups who share similar interests, but soon, we
expect they will also link software modules such as: Web-based services, or workﬂows. In recent
happenings interrelated with the 2013 Boston Marathon violence, social networks of marathon
competitors and high-performance computational systems were combined to group and analyze
huge collections of photos and videos, ﬁnally leading to the identiﬁcation of the terrorists. Big
data is typically characterized by the "three V’s": volume, velocity, and variety. In terms of
volume, at the end of 2011, Facebook had 721 million individuals and 68.7 billion friendship edges
[7]. In terms of velocity, Twitter generates 7 Tbytes of data daily, while Facebook produces 10
Tbytes. On 11 November 2012, a sales event at TaoBao, the largest online shopping marketplace
in China, generated 100 million transactions and reached a peak transaction rate of 205,000 per
minute [9]. In terms of variety, data today come from various sources, ranging from surveillance
videos, to satellite images, to mobile tweets, to sensors and meters in the power grid [18]. A key
diﬀerence between big data and large data is the rate at which the data can be collected and
made accessible for analysis. Large data can also be handled by the traditional reporting and
analysis tools. Big data is generally used to describe the massive amount of unstructured data,
which costs a lot of time and money for analysis. However, large data may not have such special
meaning, they just refer to the volume. We don’t think there is any value in deﬁning a threshold
for what constitutes "big data." and what means "large data". Therefore, a ﬂexible deﬁnition
we use is "Big data is data that’s an order of magnitude bigger than you’re used to". The big
data analysis aﬀects the QoS because, if implemented eﬃciently, the big data infrastructure will
permit carriers to preserve constantly optimized services and to set apart in the marketplace by
oﬀering QoS reports, diagnostic tools and other decision-support front-ends.
Cloud computing is a technology that exploded in the recent years and seems to be the
ideal way to provide big and large data for mainstream uses, because it oﬀers scale-out and ondemand computing resources in a pay-per-use style. For instance, Netﬂix stores movies and TV
shows, while Dropbox saves clients’ documents, both in Amazon’s Simple Storage Service. In
recent years, scale-out data stores, usually mentioned as NoSQL systems, were quickly gaining
admiration as a possible solution for applications scaled at Internet level. These stores consist of technologies like: Amazon’s DynamoDB, Google’s BigTable and Yahoo’s PNUTS. To
address the "Big and Large data" challenge, NoSQL supporters limit ACID restraints, deliver
completely scalable solutions and then gradually add back the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) features like index or transaction support. A newly appeared paradigm
named stream computing facilitates continuous queries over streaming data like social media
feeds. Social networking on the cloud could empower sharing based on the social relationship
between users. This would possibly make available technologies like volunteer computing. This
is a distributed computing model in which associated users donate computing resources to a
project. Two examples of volunteer computing are the following projects: Storage@home14 and
Boinc15 [18]. In these scenarios, the resources are owned by individuals and they are shared in
return for access to other resources. This could hypothetically transform the cloud’s economics
and raises doubts about the reliability and QoS warranties [11] [13].

2

Input Projection and Optimization Algorithms

Input Projection is the procedure that further reduces input dimensions by automatically
mapping multiple pieces of information to single inputs. The main goal of input optimization
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is to make the network learn faster in the same time oﬀering the same prediction performances
or better. Input Optimization automatically determines the most informative inputs through
genetic algorithms, greedy search, back-elimination and other techniques [6]. The four input
projection algorithms we have investigated in this study are: PCA (Principal Component Analysis), MDS (Multi-dimensional Scaling), SOM (Self Organized Map) and LLE (Locally Linear
Embed). Next, we will brieﬂy describe each input projection algorithm.
Principal component analysis (PCA) also named Karhunen-Loeve transform of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) ﬁnds an orthogonal set of directions in the input space and delivers a
method of ﬁnding the projections into these directions in a well-ordered style. The ﬁrst principal
component is the one that has the largest projection (the shadow of our data cluster in each
direction). The orthogonal directions are named the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of
the input vector, and the projections - the equivalent eigenvalues. Because PCA orders the
projections, we can decrease the dimensionality by truncating the projections to a given order.
The reconstruction error is equal to the sum of the projections left out. The features in the
linear projection space become the eigenvalues. PCA networks are typically utilized for data
compression, oﬀering the best m linear features, but they can also be used for data reduction in
conjunction with multilayer perceptron classiﬁers [17].
The SOM algorithm is as follows [12]:
a. Initialize the weights with small diﬀerent random values for symmetry breaking;
b. For each input data ﬁnd the winning PE using a minimum distance rule;
ī(x) = argj min ∥ x̄(n) − wj ∥

(1)

c. For the winning PE, update its weights and those in its neighborhood by:
wj (n + 1) = wj + η(n)[x(n) − wj (n)]

(2)

Where η(n) is the step size. In the beginning, the step size should be large, but decrease
progressively to zero, according to:
η(n) =

1
aη + bη n

(3)

Where aη and bη are problem dependent constants.
The purpose of these adaptive constants is to guarantee, in the early stages of learning,
malleability and the formation of local neighborhoods as well as, in the later stages of learning,
constancy and adjustment of the map. These problems are very diﬃcult to study theoretically,
so heuristics have to be involved in the designation of these values.
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) is a set of related statistical techniques used in information
visualization for exploring similarities or dissimilarities in data. The MDS algorithm starts with
a matrix of item-item similarities and then assigns a location to each item in a lower dimensional
space say m, such that the original similarities or dissimilarities are represented by the relative
position in the lower dimensional space. The implemented algorithm measures the similarity
or distance between points by correlation coeﬃcient and applies simulated annealing to ﬁnd
the mapping from n dimensional space to m dimensional space, where n>=m, such that the
distances between points in the m dimensional space approximate the correlation coeﬃcients
between points in the n dimensional space [12].
Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes low
dimensional, neighborhood preserving embedding of high dimensional data. LLE attempts to
discover nonlinear structure in high dimensional data by exploiting the local symmetries of linear
reconstructions. The LLE algorithm includes following three major steps [12]:
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1. Based on desired number of inputs say m, get the neighbors of each point in the sense
Euclidean distance.
2. Compute the weights Wij that best reconstruct each data point Xi with dimension n from
its k neighbors, minimizing the cost deﬁned as:

ζ(W ) =

n
∑

|Xi −

i=1

k
∑

Wij Xj |

(4)

j=1

The solution can be reached by ﬁrst solving the linear system of equations involving local
covariance matrix and then rescaling the weights so that they sum to one.
3. Compute the projected inputs Yi with dimension m that is best reconstructed by the
weights Wij minimizing the quadratic form deﬁned as:
ζ(W ) =

n
∑
i=1

|Yi −

k
∑

Wij Yj |

(5)

j=1

This is found by extracting the appropriate bottom m eigenvectors of a Matrix derived from
the cost function.

3

Experiments and Results
The adaptive models compared in this study have a name that respects the following syntax:
Topology_name - number_of_hidden_layers - learning_rule - input projection_algorithm

For example, the adaptive model named: MLP-2-CG-SOM is a Multi-Layer Perceptron with
two hidden layers, trained using Conjugate Gradient learning rule and Self Organizing Map Input
Projection algorithm.
In this study, in order to train the MLP, we made use of two large datasets: RTMATRIX and
FPMATRIX. Each matrix has a size of 339 lines x 5825 columns. RTMATRIX consists of web
services response time values while FPMATRIX stores similar web services throughput values.
In our previous research works [1]- [5] we concluded that MLP-2-M and MLP-2-CG oﬀered the
most accurate prediction results for RTMATRIX and FPMATRIX, respectively. FPMATRIX
and RTMATRIX were built by Z. Zheng, Y. Zhang and M.R. Lyu in [20] and [21].
To implement, train and test the adaptive models we utilized Neuro Solutions 6.21 development environment. As we can see in Figure 1, the main diﬀerence of this Neuro Solution
implementation of MLP is the presence of InputProjectionAxon.
The InputProjectionAxon will apply either linear or non-linear transformation to convert n
input data set into m input data set, where n>=m. The InputProjectionAxon Inspector allows
us to select a diﬀerent input projection algorithm and to set its parameters [12].
In this study, we have tested PCA in conjunction with MLP-2-M, but it works only on a
subset of RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX since the separability of the classes is not always guaranteed. Another problem with linear PCA networks is outlying data points. Outliers will distort
the estimation of the eigenvectors and create skewed data projections. RTMATRIX and FPMATRIX, having a huge number of values, have also a lot of outliers. Nonlinear networks are better
able to handle this case. The importance of PCA analysis is that the number of inputs for the
MLP classiﬁer can be reduced a lot, which deﬁnitely inﬂuences the number of necessary training
samples and the training time. And this was achieved when we made use of just a subset of
RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX.
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Figure 1: MLP-2-M with InputProjectionAxon
SOM are an alternative to the PCA concept, and in our experiments, it works on both the
entire RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX and a subset of them. By "works" we mean Neuro Solutions
oﬀer a results report. The parameters of SOM utilized in our simulation are presented in Figure
2.

Figure 2: SOM parameters
Output Dimension is used to specify the desired number of inputs as a percentage of number
of inputs in the original data set. Initial SD of Gaussian is used to set the initial standard
deviation for the Gaussian function that is used to deﬁne the neighborhood function. Initial
Learning Rate is used to specify the starting learning rate and it is gradually reduced until the
ﬁnal learning rate is 0.01. Square Radius is used to deﬁne the neighbours. The shape of the
neighborhood is deﬁned as a square. Units/Dimension is used to deﬁne the smoothness of the
projected space or grids. Maximum Epochs is used to specify the maximum number of epochs
before termination of the computation.
MDS algorithm applied on the entire RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX determined Neuro Solutions
to block indeﬁnitely in a "not responding" state, but when we selected just a subset of them, it
worked and oﬀered some results.
LLE oﬀers the best results, in comparison with the other four input projection algorithms,
since it works on both FPMATRIX and RTMATRIX and provides the lowest prediction error.
In Neuro Solutions, the best input optimization algorithm is performed by the GeneticControl
component. This component implements a genetic algorithm to optimize the inputs. Genetic
Algorithms are search procedures based upon the principles of evolution witnessed in nature that
combine selection, crossover, and mutation operators. They search for an optimal solution until
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a termination criterion is met. In Neuro Solutions the criteria used to evaluate the ﬁtness of each
potential solution is the lowest cost attained during the training run. The solution to a problem
is called a chromosome and consists of a collection of genes, which are simply the inputs to be
optimized. The genetic algorithm produces an initial population, evaluates this population by
training a neural network for each chromosome and then evolves the population through multiple
generations in the search for the best inputs.
In Figure 3 is presented the compared results between MLP-2-M with no input optimization
or projection, MLP-2-M with only genetic optimization and MLP-2-M with both genetic and
LLE input projection.

Figure 3: Eﬀect of input optimization and projection on prediction accuracy
The comparison was performed on the entire RTMATRIX and the results show that MLP2-M-LLE is the most accurate adaptive model for web services response time prediction. As we
can observe, the dataset was divided in three subsets: training (50%), cross-validation (30%)
and testing (20%). The training data set is obviously used for training, the cross-validation data
set tests the model in the training phase and determines when the training is stopped, while the
testing data set is utilized to investigate the prediction accuracy of the model when it receives
new samples at the input.
Having the experience with the MLP trained on RTMATRIX, the subject of FPMATRIX
investigation can be reduced at the comparison between MLP-2-CG-SOM and MLP-2-CG-LLE,
both having as input optimization a genetic algorithm. We tested all input projection algorithms
on FPMATRIX, each one separately and the only two that could ﬁnd a solution were LLE and
SOM. Consequently, we have labeled MDS and PCA input projection algorithms as not suitable
for our prediction problem. The literature also recommends them for other types of problems
like classiﬁcation or clustering. The results of the comparison between LLE and SOM, when
training a MLP with two hidden layers, Conjugate Gradient learning rule and Genetic input
optimization, are shown in Figure 4.
The results reported in Figure 4 show that LLE is again the best input projection algorithm,
since it oﬀers the best prediction accuracy when training the MLP-2-CG on both RTMATRIX
and FPMATRIX.
Neuro Solutions oﬀers a ﬁfth input projection algorithm, K-means clustering, but in our
researches we have not used it, since it is not appropriate for prediction problems.
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Figure 4: A comparison between MLP-2-CG-SOM and MLP-2-CG-LLE

4

Conclusions and Future Works

QoS is still essential for high quality web services and remains one of the subjects that raise
researchers’ interest. More and more authors believe that large data may be as signiﬁcant to
society as the Internet. Social networks can play an important role in large and big data analytics
and the technology trends indicate that they soon will interconnect not just people, but software
modules like web services.
Consequently, in this research work we have studied four input projections algorithms, in
order to determine which one increases the prediction accuracy of a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) with two hidden layers, trained with web services large data. The result reports, for both
FPMATRIX and RTMATRIX, show the Locally Linear Embed (LLE) as the most accurate input
projection algorithm.
Concluding, MLP with two hidden layer, having as input projection algorithm LLE and a
genetic algorithm for input optimization, can provide more accurate prediction results, when it
is trained with large datasets of web services QoS criteria values.
In future works we will investigate diﬀerent prediction adaptive models in order to improve
web services QoS criteria prediction accuracy.
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Abstract: With the development of ICT (Information and Communication Technology), how to use EPON for ensuring an eﬀective and fair bandwidth allocation as
well as the quality of service has become an important issue. Our research is based on
Cousin Fair Hierarchical Deﬁcit Round Robin Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (CFHDRR DBA), which applies the concepts of hierarchical scheduling to reduce extra actions in information controlling and queue switching and DRR (Deﬁcit Round Robin)
to attain the goal of cousin fairness. Our research proposes three additional modules
to CFHDDR DBA: (1) an admission control module, which limits the sum weight of
QoS-controlled ﬂow; (2) a weight partition module, which isolates the sum weight of
other interfering ﬂows from QoS-controlled ﬂows; and (3) the quantum adaptation
module, which minimizes the access time of QoS-controlled ﬂows through Quantum
distribution. With the help of OMNet++ simulation software, this research presents
the improvement of CFHDRR by introducing dynamic DDR Quantum. In addition,
it proposes admission control and bounded weight to keep the sum of ﬂows within
service capacity. The simulation result shows that, while keeping CFHDRR’s fairness,
the queuing delay is reduced and the cycle time is eﬀectively controlled so that the
packet delay of QoS-controlled ﬂows is minimized and QoS of real-time multimedia
in EPON is fairly ensured.
Keywords: Ethernet passive optical network (EPON), Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation, Hierarchical Scheduling, Quality of Service (QoS).

1

Introduction

Network transmission devices have been continuously improving to meet the ever-changing
market demands. The original copper wire was replaced by optical ﬁber, increasing the rate
of transmission to Giga-bps today and even to 10 Giga-bps in the future [1] [2]. Nevertheless,
digital subscriber line [3] and cable modem [4] are still the only two types of network devices that
current network operators provide to their consumers. Cable Modem [4], as well as other copper
transmission devices, fails to break the bottleneck of Access Networks (ANs). Optical network’s
low loss, high capacity, bandwidth ﬂexibility, EMC immunity and high conﬁdentiality have made
it the ultimate solution for Last Mile and a possible replacement of copper transmission devises.
One of the advantage of using passive optical network is that passive components can process
data without electricity, making it preferred by network operators when they improve the existing
network architecture [1].

2

Problem statement

The principle guiding dynamic bandwidth allocation for Ethernet passive optical network is
the quick allocation of upload bandwidth [8]. The following challenges must be dealt with. The
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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ﬁrst challenge is the scale expandability in dynamic bandwidth allocation. Based on the present
data transmission speed and actual use of Ethernet passive optical network, it is certain that the
scale of optimal networks will expand in the future. How to design a scheduling method which
is both eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective will be one major task. The second challenge is time urgency.
Since online audio and video transmission has been widely used, any slightest delays may result
in problems for the users. Yet, not all types of transmission have strict requirements on delays. It
poses another task, which is how to identify and protect speciﬁc QoS ﬂows. The third challenge
is fairness. There are a variety of ways to deﬁne fairness. Which deﬁnition is most suitable for
the target environment and how to allocate the bandwidth so as to achieve fairness will also be
highly important issues [11].

3

Problem-Solving Strategies

This research proposes dynamic Quantum allocation method based on Cousin Fair Hierarchical Deﬁcit Round Robin Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (CFHDRR DBA)) [9] [10] [12] [13]
[14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21], which can keep cycle time stable through Quantum dynamic
allocation. This method also makes bandwidth more eﬃcient by modifying the ONU single
round translimit of the original cousin-fair hierarchical deﬁcit scheduling method. As shown in
ﬁgure 1, in cousin-fair hierarchical deﬁcit scheduling, the contribution of ONU (Optical Network
Unit) is to report consolidated information that are sent to OLT (Optical Line Terminal). Yet,
high control message overhead of OLT makes it diﬃcult to limit the cycle time. This research
attempts to solve this problem by analyzing constantly the relation between cycle time and
Quantum and adjusting Quantum according to Match-T ﬂows. Match-T is a similar concept to
packet feature of Token bucket, which consists of packet Source IP, Source Port, Destination IP,
and Destination Port.

Our research also proposes an admission control module to Intra ONU scheduler. If a ﬂow is a
Match-T ﬂow, when its weight is greater than the weight allocated by the system, its connection
will be refused. If a ﬂow is not a Match-T ﬂow, the system will exclude its weight as well as all
other non Match-T ﬂows. With a limited sum weight of non Match-T ﬂows, the system is able to
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allocate enough bandwidth to Match-T ﬂows in every transmission cycle and to send all packets
within delay limits. Any changes in the number of ﬂows will cause the system to reconsider the
connection requests of new ﬂows according to the sum weight limits: when a new ﬂow is a not
a Match-T ﬂow, the system will recalculate the sum weight of non Match-T ﬂows; when a new
ﬂow is a Match-T ﬂow, its connection request will be accepted only when the system can allocate
enough weight to it.

3.1

Design of an Inter ONU scheduler

This paper proposes a dynamic Quantum allocation method for OLT based on CFHDRR
DBA. This method can also be applied to control cycle time. Table 1 describes the parameters
used in the above method.

After ONU scheduling, Intra ONU Scheduler will report the bandwidth of ONU to OLT, so
as to reduce packet transmission of MPCP. One disadvantage of ONU scheduling is that OLT
cannot calculate the quantities and weights of ﬂows under each ONU. This research proposes
to predict the maximum number of upload data after Quantum adjustment according to the
ratio of total upload amount of ONU to Quantum, as shown in Formula 1. In the formula, the
total upload amount equals the cycle time. Therefore, this formula can be used to calculate the
amount of and proportion of quantum adjustment. This formula can also be applied to limit the
cycle time.
Quantum
Quantum adjustment
=
(1)
cycletime
cycle time to be predicted
When receiving a packet, the packet process module of OLT system will ﬁrst estimate the
bandwidth of ONU demand. It will then identify the N Qki in the report message and send it
to the dynamic allocation module. After Qk+1 is received from the dynamic allocation module,
the system will calculate ONU bandwidth and send ONU bandwidth via GATE message. By
doing so, ONU is expected to send all packets in the following round and reduce delay time.
In the dynamic allocation module, the packet process module reports N Qki in the ONU report
message to N Qki record module. If all requirements for starting a new transmission cycle are
met, the system will recalculate the Quantum. CT record module is responsible for recording the
time spent by every transmission cycle. Data process module identiﬁes N QkM (i.e. the maximum
value of N Qki ). Quantum calculation module tests what requirements meet the demand of N QkM
under MCT restriction. Such requirements should meet the packet demand of the other ﬂows
and should be able to reduce delay time. Suppose, in this round, when N QkM is 1300 and CT k is
k+1 when the allocated
0.5ms, by taking N Qki
M into formula 4, we can calculate the value of CT
QK+1 =1300. In this case, the value of CT k+1 is 1.3ms. If this value is less than MCT, the value
of N QkM is given to QK+1 . QK+1 is included in the GATE message to modify the distribution
benchmark. If the value of N QM =2600 is greater than MCT, then the value of MCT is taken
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into formula 3 to calculate QK+1 . QK+1 is included in the GATE message to let ONU modiﬁes
the distribution benchmark.

3.2

Design of an Intra ONU scheduler

This paper proposes some additional modules based on CFHDRR DBA, including a ﬂow ﬁlter
module and an admission module. When a new ﬂow is added, the admission module controls
the number of Match-T ﬂows and the weight of non Match-T ﬂows to guarantee delay time is
minimum. The admission module also calculates how many data does every Match-T ﬂow store
in each cycle and divides the number by weight of ﬂow provided by the ﬂow process module.
This allows us to acquire the Quantum value in the next round. This design is intended to reduce
waiting time of data so as to minimize queue delay. Parameters used in this method are shown
below.

When receiving GATE message, to ensure that all requested data from the former round
could be transmitted, ONU will send message to packet process model and report the start time
and transmission time to data transmission module. QK in GATE message will be reported
to FLOW bandwidth allocation module. After that, FLOW bandwidth allocation module will
allocate def icitkj (multiplying QK by weightj ) of each f lowj . Based on the concept of token
bucket, this method takes def icitj as the token to calculate the transmission amount of f lowj
(i.e. ftjk) in the next cycle. The transmission amount of all f lowj (i.e. ONU_BW_reportk )
is summed up with Gather module. After each packet request is transmitted, the method will
write a REPORT message. CFHDRR is applied to categorize traﬃc and FLOW select module
is employed to identify Match-T ﬂows. Match-T ﬂows allow factories to send OAM information
from OLT to ONU. Source IP, Source Port, Destination IP, and Destination Port are used to
describe the categories of selected ﬂows. This method assumes that every ﬂow that is sent
to ONU have been categorized and compared. IP utilizes wildcards to express the concept of
domain-.192.168.*.*, for example. Flows that meet such requirements are categorized as Match-T
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ﬂows.

3.3

Design of FlOW admission module

This research applies an admission module to allocate ﬂow weight, which is sent to the
ﬂow bandwidth allocation module. However, the method proposed in this paper allocates weight
according to preset data provided by network operators. This method may not be able to control
delay when there is a large number of ﬂows. We proposes a solution to this problem. Applying
the formula below, we can calculate the maximum Qk (hereafter referred to as M axkQ ). When
there is a large number of ﬂows and the sum weight increases, and M axkQ will decrease. If the
value of M axkQ is less than N Qk , the method cannot limit delay. Therefore, in order to minimize
delay of Match-T ﬂows, we attempts to control the maximum sum weight of non Match-T ﬂows.
M axQk = M CT ÷

3.4

∑ ∑
i

j

weightij

(2)

Revised design of Multi-point control protocol

The method of this research is based on CFHDRR DBA, with similar GATE message. Like
CFHDRR DBA, the method also has a 1Byte Quantum ﬁeld, which will process the 39 Byte
Padding of GATE message (not including grant start time and grant length). Using 1 Byte
to transmit Quantum won’t change the original size of packet and won’t impose transmission
overhead to data control. There are two Queue report ﬁelds, as shown in Figure 2: one is ONU
bandwidth demand report (ONU_BW_reportk ), the other is number of Quantum needed to
report the maximum ﬂow (N Qk ). These two ﬁelds enable Inter ONU scheduling to function.

4

Simulation techniques and targets

Using OMNet++ [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] as simulation tool, this paper revises modules for Ethernet passive optical network and achieves the expected simulation target. The major revisions
are presented below:
1. Revise REPORT message and information contained in GATE message In CFHDRR,
REPORT message carries only the demand of bandwidth for ONU. This research proposes to
add maximum demand Quantum, which allows OLT to control cycle time.
2. Add an packet analyzer The original module categorizes diﬀerent ﬂows and transmit
upstream packets. In order to identify diﬀerent ﬂow features, this research will add a packet
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analyzer to analyze Match-T ﬂows and to calculate the demanded Quantum, which is helpful for
the decision of bandwidth allocation.

5

Simulation and veriﬁcation

The simulation environment consists of one OLT and N ONUs. Each ONU has Q series,
which represents a ﬂow in the ONU. The transmission rate of EPON is Rate_epon Mb/s. The
transmission rate of the access line between users and the ONU is Rate_u Mb/s. Each line
has the same downstream rate. Network traﬃc types of EPON are CBR and TCP Session, and
our version is TCP-Reno. We utilize network traﬃc under TCP communication protocol as well
as CBR traﬃc under UDP communication protocol. CBR sends 800 Byte packets each 0.8ms.
CBR traﬃc is distributed in four ONUs and TCP, which serves as background traﬃc, also to
four diﬀerent ONUs, and each with three ﬂows.

5.1

Simulation lab 1 - Control Cycle Time

To prove that our method can ensure dynamic allocation of Quantum to ONU, control cycle
time within a speciﬁc length, and observe the inﬂuence of burst ﬂows on cycle time. As shown
in Figure 3, in this experiment, numbers of ﬂows remain steady at 2ms within every ONU.
Two burst CBR ﬂows increases cycle time at the 0.5th second to almost 2.8ms. But in the
following cycle, cycle time is brought back to be lower than the maximum cycle time because
OLT automatically adjusts the allocated Quantum.

5.2

Simulation lab 2 - Diﬀerent scheduling methods and control of cycle time

Figure 4(a) shows our method can eﬃciently control cycle time. The simulation experiment
begins at the 0.1th second, and ﬂows are added each 0.01 second until the 0.15th second. In
Figure 4(b), another method adjusts cycle time to a ﬁxed length, which is ineﬃcient and unstable
compared with our method.
Figure 5 shows (a) delay of Match-T ﬂows and (b) packet size of these ﬂows after utilizing
our method. Figure 5(a) shows that, in case of full load, our method is able to limit latency
of Match-T ﬂows to be less than 1.5ms. Figure 5(b) shows the packet size of Match-T ﬂows in
series. Figure 6 shows (a) delay of non Match-T ﬂows and (b) packet size of these ﬂows. In
Figure 6, some of the latencies are longer than 1.5ms, which means our method does not reduce
latency of non Match-T ﬂows.
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5.3

Simulation lab 3 - Delay

We continues to examine whether our research can reduce the delay of Match-T ﬂows. Figure
7 shows the delay of each packet in every cycle. The dots represents delays of packets in each
cycle. The vertical axis is delay time, using second as its base unit of time. The horizontal axis
is experiment time. All ﬂows start at the 0.1th second. In this experiment, packet delays of
Match-T ﬂows remain steady within 0.3ms to 0.8ms. As shown in Figure 8, packet delays of
non-target packets remain steady within 0.7ms to 1.2ms.
In this simulation experiment, we set the server IPs of voice calls to reduce delays of ﬂows.
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Figure 9 shows the delay of each packet in every cycle after some adjustments were made to
Match-T and all other factors remain unchanged. As shown in Figure 9, packet delay is reduced
and most delays were even less than 0.5ms. Due to reduced delay, cycle time is also decreased
to 0.9-1ms.

Simulation test result proves that categorization of target ﬂows greatly reduce packet delays.
This method may increase delay of non Match-T ﬂows at the same time and ﬂow delay may
increase in the end. As shown in Figure 10, delays were longer, increasing by 0.3ms at average
level. To solve this problem, we proposes Quantum allocation method to ensure that ONU can
send all Match-T ﬂows in each cycle. Other non Match-T ﬂows have to wait longer if their
requested relatively big Quantum. Increasing the delay of non Match-T ﬂows enables us to
better restrict the delay of Match-T ﬂows.

5.4

Simulation lab 4 - Cycle time and average delay time

We also test the performances of our method when numbers of ﬂows are diﬀerent. As shown
in Figure 11, with the same number of ﬂows, changes in packet size and packet frequency don’t
lead to changes in average delay(1 3). However, as number of ﬂows increases, delay will also
increase. This result shows that a larger number of ﬂows requests a larger bandwidth, a longer
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transmission cycle, and a longer delay.

5.5

Simulation lab 5 - Fairness

Figure 12 is a comparison of throughput between two ﬂows with diﬀerent weights. New ﬂows
added at 0.3th, 0.5th, and 1th second will decrease throughput. The ﬁgure below also shows
that the ratio of these two ﬂows remains relatively stable during the whole experiment.
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In Figure 13(a), the vertical axis is the ratio of data transmitted by two ports in each cycle.
The weights of the two ports are all 1. In this experiment, although the starting ratio is relatively
large, it gets closer to 1 over time. In Figure 13(a), the vertical axis is the ratio of data transmitted
by two other ports in each cycle. The weights of these two ports are diﬀerent. In this experiment,
although the starting ratio is also relatively large, it gets closer to 2 over time.
Figure 14 shows the ratio of transmission ﬂows with same weight in diﬀerent ONU. The ratio
also gets closer to a ﬁxed value over time.The above simulation experiment shows that, with
diﬀerent of same ONU, our method can achieve almost perfect cousin fairness over time. In Figure
15, every dot represents a Jain’s fairness index in 10 transmission cycles. Since these fairness
index remain steady between 0.9-1, our method is proven to be able to guarantee allocation
fairness.

6

Conclusions

Innovations in internet service have pushed up the demand for network bandwidth. The
development and application of Ethernet passive optical network technology make it a possible
option to meet the demand. Meanwhile, how to ensure an eﬃcient and fair allocation of bandwidth becomes an important issue [13] [16] [30] [31] [32] [33]. This paper proposes a dynamic
Quantum allocation method to control cycle time based on Cousin Fair Hierarchical Deﬁcit
Round Robin Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation. This method is intended to reduce the overhead
of information and to ensure cousin fairness. In addition, with the help of GATE message, it
serves to report and calculate the demand of March-T ﬂow Quantum that are sent back by ONU,
guarantee fairness of transmission, and reduces packet delay of Match-T ﬂows.
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Abstract: The article deals with the task of elite selection of private security personnel on the basis of objective and subjective criteria. One of the possible solutions
of this multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problem is creation of heuristics
allowing to minimize discrepancy of ranks calculated for the objective and subjective criteria on the basis of the best security staﬀ. The proposed heuristic combines
interval points re-selection and random points generation methods. Two optimizing
algorithms are proposed. It is shown how this method is applied for solving speciﬁc
task of elite selection from security personnel.
Keywords: preference feature, multiple criteria decision making, heuristics, optimizing algorithm.

1

Introduction

EU private security sector employs millions of people and this ﬁgure is constantly growing [1].
Economic trends provide further development of the private security. It is predicted that over
the next 10 years, the U.S. private security sector job demand will increase by 15% and this is
much higher growth rate compared to the overall job growth around the U.S. economy [2]. Safety
business formed speciﬁc personnel management challenges. Personnel selection and placement to
the necessary positions (ranking) is seen as the most important factor aﬀecting the organizations
security, stability and development [3] and for private security this process takes on a deeper
meaning. Personnel selection process focuses on measurement and evaluation of speciﬁc potential,
skills and personal characteristics of candidates. Security personnel evaluation process requires
identiﬁcation of speciﬁc characteristics (criteria) for the occupation of the post and their weights
determination [4]. It is necessary to develop universal algorithms for personnel selection [5].
Developed selection and evaluation systems are mainly focused on companies operating cost
reduction, in order to optimize staﬃng requirements and layout planning [6], but is not enough in
the safety ﬁeld. Assessing the activities of private security, their complexity and the peculiarities
of the hazard, the following complexity – hazard levels are distinguished: 1) protection of civil
objects; 2) protection of critical and strategic objects, collection, and personal protection [7].
Evolution of the modern world generated the demand of private security services in military
operations. However, armed security services in the "hot" spots of the world providing companies
are often confronted with the staﬀ inappropriate behavior in dangerous and emergency situations.
Assessing the private security business diversity, personnel evaluation and selection procedure
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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for diﬀerent tasks becomes necessity. There is a need to look for factors aﬀecting the security
staﬀ competence and professional activities as a basis for generation of algorithms for employees
evaluation and selection for diﬀerent tasks procedures [8]. Evaluating of personnel engaged
in security features in dangerous environment it is necessary to search for speciﬁc solutions
[3]. Critical tasks in hazardous environments, which may result in loss of health and even
life, must carry only the elite guards. Ryan et al. [9] note that only about 10 – 12 % of the
total sample of candidates are able to meet the demands posed by members of special elite
forces. Dessler [10] states that only 15% of the total sample of individuals can be evaluated in
the maximum. Recent research reveals the elite diagnostic possibilities according to six sigma
principle [11]. Private security personnel selection process should point competency assessment
in two directions: external (evaluation of subordinate by his immediate superior) and internal
(personal competence) [12]. Relevance of the problem occurs in the construction of selection
algorithms for private security elite, capable of eﬀectively carry out extremely important and
dangerous tasks. This scientiﬁc problem is not paid enough attention. The aim of this study is
construction approval of private security elite selection algorithm. A similar kind of research has
not yet been done.
An overview of possible MCDM methods for this problem solution is provided by Zavadskas and
Turskis [13]. Recently fuzzy MCDM methods are becoming increasingly popular [14]. In this
article heuristic methods, based on the function, minimizing non-compliance of ranks, calculated
for the best security staﬀ in accordance with objective and subjective criteria are proposed.

2

Internal and external evaluation criteria

Participants. One hundred and eighteen security guards were randomly selected from the
company G4S Lietuva; twenty two leader managers (experts) of G4S Lietuva with not less than
10 years of service at private security structures involving execution and organization of security
ranked the competences chosen by authors of the article.
Security guards internal evaluation (x) (objective testing, measuring, personal competence).
Selected security guards were tested and evaluated according to 41 criteria. The data received
were classiﬁed into six groups of competences (variables) regarding the features analysed [12]
(Table 1):

1. Theoretical and practical preparation (x1 ): knowledge, skills, abilities, practical experience
– acquired throughout life;
2. Professional activity (x2 ): carrying out required tasks;
3. Mental qualities (x3 ): individual psychical qualities vital for performance of professional
activities;
4. Physical development (x4 ): morphological indications of a body;
5. Motor abilities (x5 ): personal physical conditions allowing carrying out physical tasks at
work or home, during leisure, and reﬂecting the level of physical qualities;
6. Fighting eﬃciency (x6 ): a set of physical and mental qualities inﬂuencing the ability to
eﬀectively carry out actions ﬁghting an adversary in direct contact.

Table1: Security guards internal evaluation criteria (objective tests and measurements)
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Security guards
max (highest values)
min (lowest values)
a1
a2
a3
..
.
a116
a117
a118

Criteria (competences)
x2
x3
x4
x5
2.186
2.651
3.388
2.768
−2.567 −2.518 −1.948 −2.596
−1.503
0.607
0.520
1.381
−0.549 −0.424 −1.487 −0.645
0.465
0.101
−0.479
0.690
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
−0.500 −0.837 −0.599
0.749
−1.366
0.438
−0.017
0.013
−1.391 −2.180 −1.666 −1.520

x1
2.582
−1.606
1.358
0.259
−0.984
..
.
0.225
0.561
−1.512

x6
1.696
−1.709
1.696
0.068
−0.100
..
.
0.795
−0.903
−0.845

Security guards external evaluation (y) (evaluation of subordinate by his immediate superior). Team leaders evaluated their subordinates based on A. Sakalas [15] modiﬁed methodology
(Table 2). They have been assessed on nine criteria that could aﬀect security guards professional
competences:
1. Specialty knowledge, professionalism (y1 ): versatility, knowledge about their and related
occupations;
2. Diligence and positive attitude to work (y2 ): activeness, responsibility, discipline, zeal,
vocation to work;
3. Behaviour with colleagues and supervisors (y3 ): the ability to cooperate and work in a
team;
4. Reliability at work (y4 ): ability and willingness to perform tasks independently;
5. Quality of work (y5 ): the ability to avoid mistakes;
6. Workload performance (y6 ): the ability to carry out the maximum amount of work;
7. Image (y7 ): the self-representational skills (exterior, posture, language culture);
8. Development rate (y8 ): the ability to quickly adapt to new requirements and new working
conditions;
9. Being promissing (y9 ): potential for career.
Table 2: Security guards external evaluation criteria (evaluation of subordinate by his immediate superior)
Security guards
max (highest values)
min (lowest values)
a1
a2
a3
..
.
a116
a117
a118

y1
5
0
3
4
3
..
.
2
1
3

y2
5
0
4
4
4
..
.
3
2
3

Criteria (competences)
y3 y4 y5 y6 y7
5
5
5
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
3
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
4
3
3
3
3

y8
5
0
4
4
4
..
.
3
1
3

y9
5
0
4
4
4
..
.
2
1
2

Security staﬀ competency assessment is depicted in Figure 1.

3

Mathematical model

Deﬁnition. Suppose that vector of real components X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) , (∀j)xj > 0,
has the meaning of some measurable values and is the set of n criteria values. Any function
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Figure 1: Research progress
φ : Rn → R will be called criteria convolution, if it nondecreasing for each variable, i. e.
(∀j = 1, 2, . . . n, ∀δ > 0) φ (. . . , xj + δ, . . .) > φ (. . . , xj , . . .) .

(1)

Note, that if for the two alternatives X (1) and X (2) the Pareto dominance is valid X (1) ≻ X (2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(∀j = 1, 2, . . . n : xj > xj and ∃i : xi > xi ), then inequality (1) will be true for the criteria
( (1) )
( (2) )
convolution: φ X
>φ X
.
Suppose, that permutation (j1 , j2 , . . . , jn ) of natural numbers {1, 2, . . . , n} determine the
criterion X components xj preferences xj1 ≻ xj2 ≻ · · · ≻ xjn . For example, permutation (2, 3, 1)
means that the most important inﬂuence has the second component of criterion X = (x1 , x2 , x3 ),
and the least inﬂuence has the ﬁrst component.
Deﬁnition. Let’s say that criteria convolution φ has preferences feature (j1 , j2 , . . . , jn ),
if all the inequalities are valid:
(∀i < k & δ > 0) φ (. . . , xi + δ, . . . , xk , . . .) > φ (. . . , xi , . . . , xk + δ, . . .) ,

(2)

when ji > jk .
Note, that criteria convolutions determined on the basis of weighted averages have preferences
feature deﬁned by (2). For example, criteria convolution
φ(X) =

w1 x1 + w2 x2 + w3 x3 + w4 x4
,
w1 + w2 + w3 + w4

when w2 > w3 > w1 > w4 > 0 has preferences feature (2, 3, 1, 4).
Convolution
φ(X) = xp11 xp22 xp33 ,
when p2 > p1 > p3 > 0 has preferences feature (2, 1, 3).

3.1

Formulation of optimization problems

evaluations are known X (k) =
( Suppose that for
) the certain
( alternatives criteria-referenced
)
(k) (k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , Y (k) = y1 , y2 , . . . , ym , k = 1, 2, . . . , K and criteria X, Y preferences
are determined: (j1 , j2 , . . . , jn ), (i1 , i2 , . . . , im ).
Suppose that φ and ψ are convolutions of criteria
X and
(
) Y respectively, having corresponding preferences features. For each alternative X (k) , Y (k) values of both criteria convolutions
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(
)
(
)
φ X (k) and ψ Y (k) are calculated and numbered in ascending order to obtain ranks of alter(k)

(k)

natives: rx , ry . Note that the lower is the rank, the better is alternative.
Let’s denote AKx and BKy sets of the best alternatives – those subsets of the set {1, 2, . . . , K}
(k)

(k)

whose items ranks rx < Kx and ry < Ky respectively. Here Kx , Ky mean the proportion of
the best alternatives to be selected (generally 10–15%, i. e. Kx , Ky ∈ [0.10K, 0.15K]).
Denote S(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn ) class of convolutions having preferences feature (j1 , j2 , . . . , jn ). In this
class of functions we’ll search for the function φ (analogously ψ). Denote AKx ∩ BKy number
of elements in intersection of sets AKx and BKy and formulate the optimization problem:
max
φ ∈ S(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn )

AKx ∩ BKy .

(3)

ψ ∈ S(i1 ,i2 ,...,im )
Notice that if Kx = Ky = K the problem (3) has trivial solution
AKx ∩ BKy = {1, 2, . . . , K}
for any convolutions φ, ψ. Decreasing values of parameters Kx , Ky imply the decreasing number
of common elements (intersection) of the sets AKx , BKy . If this number is less than necessary,
we mus increase values of parameters Kx , Ky . This means that criteria X and Y don’t match.
Choose the numbers Kx′ 6 Kx , Ky′ 6 Ky . The incompatibility of criteria X and Y is quantitatively described by number of all elements of the union of sets AKx′ and BKy′ which don’t
belong to the intersection in the right side of formula (3), i. e. the alternatives with high rank
according to the one and low rank according to another criterion. So the problem (3) could be
supplemented with additional one
(
) (
)
min
AKx′ \ BKy ∪ BKy′ \ AKx .
(4)
φ ∈ S(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn )
ψ ∈ S(i1 ,i2 ,...,im )
Notice that the problem (4) also has trivial solution AKx′ ∪ BKy′ = ∅, if Kx′ = Ky′ = 1. In
general, this means a certain amount of "ﬁne" for the ignorance of dubious alternatives and
numbers Kx′ 6 Kx , Ky′ 6 Ky must to be the larger.

3.2

Restrictions and general scheme of the research

Formulated optimization problems (3) and (4) aren’t easy. Construction of the eﬀective
algorithms for their solving is interesting, but poorly investigated issue. Eﬃciency of these
algorithms should strongly depend on the class of criteria convolutions S(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn ) . In this
article we restrict our investigation with the functions from the class of the weighted averages:
n
∑

φ(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn ) (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) =

wji xji

i=1
n
∑

.

(5)

wi

i=1

here wj1 > wj2 > · · · > wjn > 0.
Preferences feature (j1 , j2 , . . . , jn ) is determined by experts estimates of the form xj1 ≻ xj2 ≻
· · · ≻ xjn . In this article we limit ourselves to calculation of the average estimates for criteria
ranks and numbering of xj accordingly. There are many various ranking methods and their
comparison will be our further investigation.
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3.3

Solving the personnel selection problem (case study)

The particular managerial task is solved in the paper. It requires ﬁnding an acceptable alternative sets having a clear and easily veriﬁable interpretation of the subject matter. Therefore,
the comparison of solutions received by various methods could be their interesting practical
suitability criteria and have a long-term value.
Task parameters are as follows:
the number of alternatives (security personnel compared with each other) – K = 118;
the number of vector criterion X components (physical measurements of emploees) n = 6;
the number of vector criterion Y components (managers assessment) m = 9.
Criteria X and Y components priority was determined from expert estimates. Each of 22
experts had to specify priority permutations xj1 ≻ xj2 ≻ · · · ≻ xjn and yi1 ≻ yi2 ≻ · · · ≻ yim .
These evaluations are shown in the Table 3:
Table 3: Criteria X and Y components ranks
Expert
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Σ
ri
rank
prefs

x1
6
5
5
6
6
5
4
6
5
5
4
6
6
6
4
4
6
6
4
6
5
4
114
5.18
1

x2
x3
x4
x5
1
5
3
2
2
3
1
6
1
3
2
6
1
5
3
4
1
5
2
3
1
4
2
6
2
3
1
6
2
5
3
4
4
6
3
2
4
6
1
2
1
3
2
6
2
4
1
5
4
5
1
3
3
5
1
4
1
3
2
6
1
3
2
6
1
4
2
3
3
4
1
5
1
5
2
6
2
4
1
5
2
6
3
4
1
6
3
2
41
97
42
96
1.86 4.41 1.91 4.36
6
2
5
3
X : (1, 3, 5, 6, 4, 2)

x6
4
4
4
2
4
3
5
1
1
3
5
3
2
2
5
5
5
2
3
3
1
5
72
3.27
4

y1
7
7
5
5
7
5
4
6
7
6
5
6
5
7
5
7
6
6
4
5
6
6
127
5.77
5

y2
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
9
7
8
9
9
8
9
9
8
9
9
9
8
9
190
8.64
1

y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
4
8
5
3
6
5
6
8
2
3
4
6
8
1
7
7
8
6
3
4
6
8
5
3
4
6
8
7
3
4
5
9
7
2
6
5
9
7
3
4
4
8
6
3
5
4
9
8
3
5
6
9
7
2
4
5
7
8
4
3
6
8
7
3
4
6
9
5
4
3
7
8
6
3
2
8
6
5
4
2
7
9
4
5
2
8
7
4
5
2
8
6
7
1
5
6
7
8
3
4
7
9
5
4
3
7
8
5
4
2
131 172 138
68
84
5.96 7.82 6.27 3.09 3.82
4
2
3
7
6
Y : (2, 4, 5, 3, 1, 7, 6, 8, 9)

y8
2
4
3
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
2
2
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
55
2.50
8

Component’s X and Y ranks preferences were calculated by method of sum (average) of
ranks (i. e. the average place of each component was calculated and preferences drawn up.

3.4

Optimization algorithm

The heuristic is used for solving problem (3). Functions φ(X) and ψ(Y ) will be selected from
the class of functions (5) as follows:
φ(X) = α1 x1 + α3 x3 + α5 x5 + α6 x6 + α4 x4 + α2 x2 , α1 > α3 > α5 > α6 > α4 > α2 > 0,

y9
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
25
1.14
9
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by analogy accordingly to the preference feature given in the last row of Table 3:
ψ(Y ) = β2 y2 + β4 y4 + · · · + β9 y9 , β2 > β4 > β5 > · · · > β8 > β9 > 0.
Weighted coeﬃcients αj and βi are determined so as to satisfy the normalizing condition
α1 + · · · + α6 = β1 + · · · + β9 = 1.
(6)
{ (
) (
)
(
)}
Designate R(k) (α) and R(k) (β), k = 1, 2, . . . , K ranks of numbers φ X (1) , φ X (2) , . . . , φ X (K)
{ (
) (
)
(
)}
and ψ Y (1) , ψ Y (2) , . . . , ψ Y (K) (K = 118).
Determine function of ranks discrepancies, i. e. sum of squares of highest ranks diﬀerences
according to criteria X and Y :
)2
(
∑
CRKx ,Ky (α, β) =
R(k) (α) − R(k) (β)
(7)
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 118} :
R

(k)

(α) 6 Kx & R(k) (β) 6 Ky

and minimize this function
min
CRKx ,Ky (α, β) .
φ ∈ S(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn )

(8)

ψ ∈ S(i1 ,i2 ,...,im )
Here Kx and Ky are chosen so as AKx ∩ BKy = 12, since the goal is to select the top 12 security
guards.
Minimization problem (8) is solved by re-selecting of values αj , βi . For the search of values α1 ,
α3 , α5 and β2 , β4 , β5 evenly divide intervals:
[
)
[
)
[
)
1
1 − α1
1 − α1 − α3
α1 ∈
, 1 , α3 ∈
, min{α1 , 1 − α1 } , α5 ∈
, min{α3 , 1 − α1 − α3 } ,
6
5
4
)
[
)
[
)
[
1 − β2
1 − β2 − β4
1
, 1 , β4 ∈
, min{β2 , 1 − β2 } , β5 ∈
, min{β4 , 1 − β2 − β4 } .
β2 ∈
9
8
7
Values α6 , α4 , β3 , β1 , β7 , β6 , β8 are chosen randomly in the intervals constructed analogously.
For example, α4 is uniformly distributed in the interval
[
)
1 − α1 − α3 − α5 − α6
, min{α6 , 1 − α1 − α3 − α5 − α6 } .
α4 ∈
2
The remaining values α2 and β9 are determined from the normalizing condition (6).
General scheme of the research is represented in Figure 2.

4

Results and Discussion

This heuristic enabled to achieve the criterion (8) value CR12,12 (α, β) = 429 with the following values of weights:
α1
0.31
β2
0.41

α3
0.19
β4
0.24

α5
0.17
β5
0.08

α6
0.17
β3
0.08

α4
0.12
β1
0.06

α2
0.04
β7
0.05

β6
0.03

β8
0.03

β9
0.02
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Figure 2: Research progress

Top 12 security guards are those belonging to the intersection AKx ∩ BKy :
a21 , a34 , a36 , a47 , a56 , a76 , a77 , a81 , a91 , a102 , a106 , a112 .
According to another heuristics we are looking for such convolutions among all φ ∈ S(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn )
and ψ ∈ S(i1 ,i2 ,...,im ) which maximize (3) and minimize (4). Since there are many solutions of
problem (3)–(4), among the entire sample of solutions we are looking for one that minimize
the sum (7). Let’s choose Kx′ = Ky′ = 4. Then we reached even lower criterion (8) value
CR12,12 (α, β) = 406 and the following X and Y weights were obtained:
α1
0.26
β2
0.21

α3
0.18
β4
0.12

α5
0.18
β5
0.12

α6
0.17
β3
0.12

α4
0.13
β1
0.10

α2
0.08
β7
0.10

β6
0.09

β8
0.07

β9
0.07

Top 12 security guards were selected:
a21 , a34 , a36 , a47 , a56 , a76 , a77 , a81 , a91 , a102 , a106 , a111 . This solution diﬀers from the ﬁrst
solution by only one employee – in place of a112 is an employee a111 . Another 4 security guards
were distinguished having high rank (> 4) by one and low rank by another criterion: a6 , a26 ,
a46 , a54 .
Attention is drawn to the fact that future studies are interesting for the aspect of development
of general design of the study for the similar problems, since a very diﬀerent assessments have
similar structure. Brieﬂy this scheme can be described as follows. The same objects are independently characterized by several vector criteria (in this paper there are two, but the methodology
is easily generalized for greater number of vector criteria). Vector components signiﬁcance is
not the same and signiﬁcance hierarchy (j1 , j2 , . . . , jn ) is known (usually from the expert esti-
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mates). The proposed methodology allows the construction of the alternatives evaluation criteria
by application of general design of the study and using all the existing information.
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Abstract: Sensing tasks should be allocated and processed among sensor nodes in
minimum times so that users can draw useful conclusions through analyzing sensed
data. Furthermore, ﬁnishing sensing task faster will beneﬁt energy saving. The above
needs form a contrast to the lower eﬃciency of task-performing caused by the failureprone sensor. To solve this problem, a multi-objective optimization algorithm of task
scheduling is proposed for wireless sensor networks (MTWSN). This algorithm tries
its best to make less makespan, but meanwhile, it also pay much more attention to
the probability of task-performing and the lifetime of network. MTWSN avoids the
task assigned to the failure-prone sensor, which eﬀectively reducing the eﬀect of failed
nodes on task-performing. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can
trade oﬀ these three objectives well. Compared with the traditional task scheduling
algorithms, simulation experiments obtain better results.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN); task scheduling; multi-objective optimization; improved NSGA-II .

1

Introduction

Sensing tasks should be allocated and processed among sensor nodes in minimum times so
that users can draw useful conclusions through analyzing sensed data. Furthermore, ﬁnishing
sensing task faster will beneﬁt energy saving, which is critical in system design of wireless sensor
networks. The primary objective of task scheduling in wireless sensor networks is to ﬁnd an
optimal strategy of splitting the original tasks received by SINK into a number of sub-tasks as
well as distributing these sub-tasks to the sensors in the right order. The directed acyclic graph
[1], independent task sets[2] and divisible load theory [3] are usually used as modeling tools for
task scheduling in wireless sensor networks, but these models only take the makespan as the
main objective, and assign the task to sensors. However, wireless sensor networks are widely
applied to both abominable and military environments. Meanwhile, the complexity of networks,
the limited energy of sensors, and potential physical or logical faults, bring challenge to task
scheduling of wireless sensor networks.
Wireless sensor network is one kind of the widely used distributed real-time systems. How to
assign tasks of system to sensors in unstable and unreliable network environment, and guarantee
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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their deadlines is one of the key techniques in wireless sensor networks. In wireless sensor network
environments, QoS guided task scheduling problem is complex and challenging, especially when
the tasks have multiple needs.
In this paper, a multi-objective optimization algorithm of task scheduling is proposed for wireless sensor networks. It is the ﬁrst time that the NSGA-II [4] algorithm is used to analyze the
task scheduling for wireless sensor networks. Based on the characteristics of wireless sensor networks, makespan optimization, the energy-consuming balance optimization and task-performing
probability optimization are included. A mathematical model used to optimize the task scheduling problem by NSGA-II was built and the solution was presented, and a detailed process to
solute the multi-objective programming model is put forwards. The problem is solved with a
multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) optimization method combined with linear programming
(LP) and a group of pareto solutions are provided.

2

Related work and motivation

Wireless sensor networks have restrictions due to energy, memory, and communication ability.
We should realize the goal of the improvement and enhancement of sensor networks performance
in real time, economy, power aware and harmony.
Some studies over the past decade have been conducted to reduce the overall energy consumption for task scheduling in wireless sensor networks by using diverse techniques [5-14]. Heemin
presents an energy-eﬃcient task assignment and migration framework for sensor networks. With
the proposed framework, optimal task transformation and assignment is sought so as to minimize given cost function[6]. Younis M presented an optimization scheme for task allocation to
gateways [7]. The task allocation problem is modeled as a zero-one nonlinear program. He study
system partitioning of computation to improve the energy eﬃciency of a wireless sensor networking application. Wang explored system partitioning between the sensor cluster and the base
station, employing computation-communication tradeoﬀs to reduce energy dissipation[8]. Also
he showed that system partitioning of computation within the cluster can also improve the energy eﬃciency by using dynamic voltage scaling. Tian presented a task mapping and scheduling
solution for real-time applications (RT-MapS) in WSNs[9]. RT-MapS incorporates wireless channel modeling, hyper-DAG extension, concurrent task mapping, communication and computation
scheduling, and dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) methods. Tian also presented a task mapping
and scheduling solution for energy-constrained applications in WSNs, energy-constrained task
mapping and scheduling (EcoMapS)[10]. EcoMapS incorporates channel modeling, concurrent
task mapping, communication and computation scheduling, and sensor failure handling algorithm. The performance of EcoMapS is evaluated through simulations with randomly generated
directed acyclic graphs (DAG).Yu proposed an energy-balanced allocation of a real-time application onto a single-hop cluster of homogeneous sensor nodes connected with multiple wireless
channels[11]. An epoch-based application consisting of a set of communicating tasks is considered. Each sensor node is equipped with discrete dynamic voltage scaling (DVS). The time and
energy costs of both computation and communication activities are considered. He proposed
both an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation and a polynomial time 3-phase heuristic. Gu presented an application independent task mapping and scheduling solution in multi-hop
Video sensor networks (VSNs) that provides real-time guarantees to process video feeds[12]. The
processed data is smaller in volume which further releases the burden on the end-to-end communication. Using a novel multi-hop channel model and a communication scheduling algorithm,
computation tasks and associated communication events are scheduled simultaneously with a
dynamic critical-path scheduling algorithm. Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) mechanism is implemented to further optimize energy consumption. Xie developed a novel task allocation strategy
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called BEATA (Balanced Energy-Aware Task Allocation) for collaborative applications running
on heterogeneous networked embedded systems[13]. The BEATA algorithm aims at blending an
energy-delay eﬃciency scheme with task allocations, thereby making the best tradeoﬀs between
energy savings and schedule lengths. Besides, He introduced the concept of an energy-adaptive
window, which is a critical parameter in the BEATA strategy. By ﬁne-tuning the size of the
energy-adaptive window, users can readily customize BEATA to meet their speciﬁc energy-delay
trade-oﬀ needs imposed by applications. Further, he built a mathematical model to approximate
energy consumption caused by both computation and communication activities. A task allocation framework for Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks (UW-ASNs) that participate as a team
to accomplish critical missions is developed by Kulkarni[14]. The team formed as a result of this
task allocation framework is the subset of all deployed AUVs that is best suited to accomplish
the mission while adhering to the mission constraints.
Most of the existing task scheduling algorithms is normal ones without consideration of
harmony and reliability in our research. This problem will need to be further gone into for
improving the wireless sensor networks characteristics on real time, economy, power aware and
harmony.
The above discussed task scheduling algorithms are mainly for the problem of assignment
tasks with the objective of minimizing the makespan and energy consumption, eﬀective algorithms is discussed in these papers, and these algorithms will be able to distribute tasks to nodes
with the expected value of the minimum earliest-ﬁnish-time and make them executed parallel
and eﬃciently. However, tasks distributed to remote sensors may be unable to complete because
of physical failures or attack, and the complexity, dynamics and open deployment of the wireless
environment increases the possibility of that happening. Existing task scheduling policies are not
consider this question, so tasks will be assigned to the sensors with lower reliability to perform,
what make measurement tasks automatically cease to be in force due to sensor failure, and then
lowered the eﬃciency and QoS of wireless sensor networks.
Compared with the previous research, the main contributions of this paper are presenting the
concept of " task-performing probability ", and proposing a multi-objective optimization task
scheduling algorithm for wireless sensor networks considering makespan optimization, the energyconsuming optimization and task-performing probability optimization simultaneously. Consideration shall also be given to ensuring a reasonable distribution of tasks to reliable sensors, taking
into account the makespan and energy consumption. This algorithm schedules tasks avoiding
allocation some tasks to unreliable sensors, thus eﬀectively lowering the inﬂuence of sensor failure
on task performing.

3

The Task Scheduling Model for WSNs

In this section, we describe mathematical models which were built to represent a task scheduling framework.

3.1

Task Model

Generally, a wireless sensor network consists of a set of heterogeneous sensors in abominable
or military environments. Sensor nodes always break down due to hardware failure, software
error, energy exhaustion and disturb from outer environment, so the precondition of the tasks
accomplished successfully is the sensors to provide a stable hardware and software needed to
perform the given tasks. Each sensor is in a "active" or "inactive" state at a given time. The
task is impossibly accomplished on a inactive sensor, and the status information also will be
missed or ineﬀective.
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Let λi be the failure probability of sensor Si , then the task-performing probability of the
tasks accomplished successfully on sensor Si is 1 − λi . We assumed that the failure process of
each sensor is independent and yields to poisson distribution.
We deﬁned the task set as Γ = {τ1 , τ2 , · · ·, τn }. According to the previous assumption, the
tasks in the task set is independent each other.

3.2

Makespan Model

Suppose that a wireless sensor network consists of m sensors, S = {S1 , S2 , · · ·, Sm }. There
are n independent tasks competing the m sensors. We aim to scheduling the n tasks to the m
sensors reasonably, to make the minimum makespan of the tasks. And we characterize a n × m
matrix X satisfying the scheduling results. When xi,j = 1 (xi,j ∈ X), it meant that we schedule
the task τi on sensor Sj to process, otherwise, xi,j = 0.
The task-processing time of each sensor can be estimated by forecasting techniques and
history status based on task type. The task-processing time can be represented by a n × m
matrix Y , in which the matrix element yi,j represents the estimated task-processing time that
task τi runs on sensor Sj .The task-processing time of sensor Sj is the sum of all the tasks
processing time that the tasks run on Sj .
It can be expressed as follow:
Tj =

n
∑

yi,j

(1)

i=1

Then, the makespan that the n tasks scheduled to the m sensors according to the scheduling
result X is expressed as:
T (Γ, S, X) = M axSi ∈S [R(Sj )]

3.3

(2)

Energy Consumption Model

Because of the limited energy in wireless sensor networks, the research on low power technology and long lifetime is pivotal in the architecture of wireless sensor networks. The energy
consumption of wireless sensor networks mainly composed of communication and task-performing
energy consumption.
Communication energy consumption is relevant to the minimum energy-communication for
a given standard distance P0 and the distance di,j between sensor Si and sensor Sj .
Pi,j = (4π)2 d2i,j βP0 /d20 Gt Gr λ2

(3)

where Gt and Gr are the antenna gains (with respect to an isotropic radiator) of the transmitting and receiving antennas respectively, λ is the wavelength, and β is the energy consumption
factor. Since (4π)2 βP0 /Gt Gr λ2 is constant, one unit of communication energy consumption is
indicated as d2i,j /d20 .
Task-performing energy consumption of sensor Sj for ﬁnishing all its tasks is:
Ej = Cj Tj

(4)

where Cj is the task-performing energy consumption of one certain task in one unit time.
The relative task-performing energy consumption of sensor Sj can be represented as follow:
Rj = Ej /M axSi ∈S (Ej )

(5)
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Excluding energy consumption, the lifetime of wireless sensor networks is the critical estimated part in task scheduling too. To extend network lifespan, we should balance the energy
consumption of every sensor during the period of ordinary operation. We can measure the
uniformity of sensors’ residual energy based on entropy theory.
The uniformity of sensors’ residual energy after data transmission in t can be represented as
follow:
∑
Hit = −
p(Eit ) log p(Eit )
(6)
where Eit is the residual energy of sensor Sj in t, and Hit is the value of residual energy
entropy in the network. The higher Hit , the more residual energy in the network, then the
longer lifetime of the network.
Thus, we deﬁne the evaluation function of energy consumption for sensor Sj is that:
C(Si ) = −d2i,j Rj H/d20

(7)

The less C(Si ) means that the energy consumption of data transmission and executing tasks
has less eﬀect on the residual energy in the network.
The evaluation function of energy consumption for the network is deﬁned as:
C(L, S, X) =

m
∑

C(Si )

(8)

i=1

The smaller the value of C(L, S, X), the longer network lifetime.

3.4

Task-performing Probability

The concept of task-performing probability comes from the survivability of distributed system. Survivability represents that tasks are capable of being performed steadily and regularly in
the networks.
Deﬁnition. The task-performing probability means the probability that task could be accomplished successfully on speciﬁed sensor.
Let P (τi , Sj ) be the task-performing probability that task τi accomplished on sensor Sj .
In accordance with the illustrations in the previous section, the task-performing probability is
exp(−λj t) that sensor be in the normal (ACTIVE) state within t. Because the tasks can be
performed normally only when the given sensor is in a "normal" state, so we can get:
P (τi , Sj ) = exp(−λj R(Sj ))

(9)

Let P (Γ, S, X) is the task-performing probability the n tasks to the m sensors according to
the scheduling result X, then we can get:
P (Γ, S, X) = exp[−

i=n j=m
∑
∑

λj xi,j R(Sj )]

(10)

i=1 j=1

Taking the task-performing probability as goal is to avoid the tasks scheduled to the sensors
with low reliability.
Lowering the inﬂuence of sensor failure on task performing, then to maximize the taskperforming probability of task set Γ, that is, we will maximize P (Γ, S, X) by our task scheduling
algorithm to obtain the most suitable X. Thus, the quality of service for wireless sensor networks
will be improved.
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In eq. 9, let L(τi , Sj ) = −λj R(Sj ), we can see that if we want to increase the value of
P (τi , Sj ), then we must lower the L(τi , Sj ).
i=n
∑ j=m
∑
λj xi,j R(Sj ), then we can see that maximizing P (Γ, S, X) means to
Let L(Γ, S, X) =
i=1 j=1

Minimize L(Γ, S, X).
The task scheduling algorithm taking the task-performing probability as goal makes the value
of L(Γ, S, X) as minimal as possible.

4
4.1

Optimal Task Scheduling Based on Improved NSGA-II
Multi-Objective Optimization Problem

In the case of a Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) problem, there is usually no single
solution that is optimum with respect to all objectives. There are a set of optimal solutions
known as pareto optimal solutions. Without additional information, all these solutions are
equally satisfactory. The goal of MOO is to ﬁnd as many of these solutions as possible.
In the research of pareto front many methods have been proposed. David Schaﬀer ﬁrst implemented a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm called the vector-evaluated genetic algorithm
or VEGA in 1984. His algorithm started oﬀ well but tended to converge to a single solution. To
prevent the convergence to a single solution, Goldberg and Richardson suggested using a nondominated sorting procedure coupled with a niching strategy called sharing. Sharing takes into
account that individuals in the same niche must share the available resources. This concept is
integrated into the pareto genetic algorithm by increasing the cost of chromosomes as a function
of their distance from each other. Closely grouped chromosomes will ﬁnd their costs increased
more than chromosomes that are spaced far apart.
The multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA)[15] starts by ﬁnding all non-dominated chromosomes of a population and gives them a rank of one. These chromosomes are removed from
the population. Next, all the non-dominated chromosomes of this smaller population are found
and assigned a rank of two. This process continues until all the chromosomes are assigned a
rank. The largest rank will be less than or equal to the size of the population. Usually, there are
many solutions that have the same rank. The selection procedure uses the chromosome ranking
to determine the mating pool. MOGA also uses niching on the cost to distribute the population
over the pareto optimal region [16].
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA)[17] ranks chromosomes in the same manner as MOGA. The NSGA algorithm then calculates a unique value. This unique value is related
to the distance between each solution and its two closest neighbors. Distance may be calculated
from the variable values or the associated costs. The resulting values are scaled between 0 and
1 and subtracted from the cost. Further information about the evolution of this method can be
found in [4,16,17].
As discussed above, the goal of MTWSN is to ﬁnd the solutions giving the best trade-oﬀ
between the three conﬂict objectives, known as Pareto optimal. MOGAs[4,17] are recognized to
be well qualiﬁed to tackle multi-objective optimization problems. NSGA-II[4] is one of the most
popular MOGAs. Some concepts of multi-objective optimization problem are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1 (Multi-objective optimization problem). Given an n-dimensional decision
vector x = {x1 , x2 , · · ·, xn } in the solution space X, ﬁnd a vector x∗ that maximizes a given set
of k objective functions f (x∗ ) = {f1 (x∗ ), f2 (x∗ ), · · ·, fk (x∗ )}. The solution space X is generally
restricted by a series of constraints, such as gj (x∗ ) = bj for j = 1, 2, · · ·, m.
Deﬁnition 2 (Dominance). A vector u = {u1 , u2 , · · ·, un } is said to dominate a vector
v = {v1 , v2 , · · ·, vn } if and only if u is partially less than v, i.e., ∀ i = 1, 2, · · ·, n, ui ≤ vi ∧ ∃i =
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1, 2, · · ·, n, ui ≤ vi .
Deﬁnition 3 (Pareto optimal solution). A solution xu ∈ X is said to be pareto optimal
if and only if there is no xv ∈ X for which v = f (xv ) = {v1 , v2 , · · ·, vn } dominates u = f (xu ) =
{u1 , u2 , · · ·, un }.
Deﬁnition 4 (Pareto optimal set and front). Let A ⊆ X. The nondominated set
regarding A, represented by Xp , is deﬁned as Xp = {z ∈ A|z is nondominated regardingX}.
The corresponding objective function values in the objective space are deﬁned as Yp = F (Xp ) =
{f (z)|z ∈ Xp }, where Xp is called the pareto optimal set and Yp is called the cohere pareto
optimal front.
However, the solutions found by original NSGA-II are likely to be inferior or only comparable
to that by classical heuristic search algorithms because of premature convergence. To ﬁnd perfect
solutions, a delete operator for NSGA-II is proposed to enhance the search capability. When
selecting the elitist, if neither of the two individuals in a population wins out and their genes are
the same, then delete one of them. Furthermore, a circulation selection is presented to preserve
excellent genes of the parent population. Suppose there are K individuals in a population
(ind1 , ind2 , · · ·, indK ) when the crossover operations are carried out. The ﬁrst time the operation
is carried out with (ind1 , ind2 ) as parents, the second time (ind2 , ind3 ) are taken as parents, and
so on. Similarly, the last child is done by (indK , ind1 ). By this way, K oﬀspring individuals are
generated. The genes of each parent are inherited by two oﬀspring individuals, thus avoiding the
loss of excellent solutions.

4.2

An Eﬃcient Task Scheduling Algorithm

The motivation here is to provide the user with a set of pareto optimal solutions by the
NSGA-II algorithm and give it the ﬂexibility to choose the best possible solution from this set,
depending on the speciﬁc application requirements.
Now, we can construct the cover set using the optimal pareto solutions generated by the
improved NSGA-II algorithm. The chromosomes of a genetic algorithm contain all the building
blocks to a solution for the genetic operators and the ﬁtness function. In our implementation,
each individual node is represented by a one-bit binary number called gene. This one-bit gene
deﬁnes the status of the sensors as follows:
{
1, if task τi runs on Sj
xi,j =
(11)
0, otherwise
We assign each individual with three ﬁtness functions, makespan, energy consumption and
task-performing probability. By introducing the non-dominated sorting approach and the crowded
distance operator the replacement scheme is executed. First, a combined population Rt = Pt ∪Qt
is formed with the parent population Pt and the oﬀspring population Qt , where t is the number
of generation. Therefore the population Rt will be of size 2N. And it is sorted according to
the non-domination and crowded comparison. By adding solutions from the ﬁrst front till the
size exceeds N, the new parent population Pt+1 is formed. After that, the solutions of the last
accepted front are sorted according to the crowed comparison and the ﬁrst (N − Size(Pt+1 ))
points are picked. In this way, the population Pt+1 of size N is constructed. Subsequently, it is
used for the circulated selection, crossover, and mutation to create a new population Qt+1 of size
N. The recombination operator used in this paper is K-point crossover. After recombination,
the mutation operator is applied to complement some genes in the chromosomes of the child
randomly.
This entire process is repeated until the diﬀerence of ﬁtness values among the current pareto
optimal set and the previous one is less than a chosen precision (ε). The main procedure of
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algorithm is described as algorithm 1:

5

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will present the simulation results as the performance evaluation of our
proposed task scheduling algorithm. The performance of our proposed algorithm is compared
with RT-Maps [9], EcoMaps [10], and EBTA [11] task scheduling algorithms in wireless sensor networks in terms of the makespan, and energy consumption of task scheduling. For our
experiments, we use 50 sensor nodes and a sink, which is not power constrained. Nodes are
distributed in a 100X100 meter square area yielded to random poisson distribution. To evaluate
the performances of the task scheduling algorithms properly, experimental parameters of the four
algorithms were set as the same ones.
The performance of the genetic algorithm is greatly aﬀected by a number of factors, such as
the population size, the probability of mutation and crossover, and the method of scheduling.
We have run a number of experiments with diﬀerent values of these parameters to determine the
optimal set for our network size. Finally, the GA parameters used in our simulations are listed in
table 1. Although we allow the GA to run for a maximum of 100 generations, we have observed
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of statistic information for scheduling
that the best solution is typically found within 40 generations.
Table 1: GA parameters used in Simulation
Parameter

Value

Population size
Recombination rate
Mutation rate
Reduction rate

200
0.9
0.005
0.5

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3.
Figure 1 delineates the statistical information of the proposed task scheduling algorithm. We
investigates the space of optimum conﬁguration parameters (makespan, energy consumption and
task-performing probability), using unconstrained optimization, to highlight the trade-oﬀs faced
by the WSNs considered. In order to solve the optimization problem, we chose a pareto-compliant
ranking method based on evolutionary techniques, namely the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm-II (NSGA-II). Fig. 1 shows the result of the joint optimization of the three objective
functions. These results show that the higher the balanced energy consumption or the higher the
probability of task performing, the shorter the makespan. The important outcome of the results
in Fig. 1 is that it provides details about the optimal network conﬁguration, since tuning the
network with the parameters derived from the execution of the NSGA-II algorithm guarantees
that the network performance is not biased toward any one of the performance indicators.
The makespan metric is compared between proposed task scheduling algorithms for wireless
sensor networks in Figure 2. It explains that the makespan for wireless sensor networks is lower
for proposed algorithms than RT-Maps [9], EcoMaps [10], and EBTA [11]. This is because that
in proposed algorithm the tasks have been ﬁnished on minimum makespan as the target function.
Figure 3 shows the comparative performance in terms of energy consumption of sensor
nodes.With the increase of the number of tasks in the network, the energy consumption of task
scheduling and data transmission in the algorithms increases. However, the energy consumption
in the proposed algorithm is lower than RT-Maps [9], EcoMaps [10], at ﬁxed number of tasks.
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Figure 2: Makespan of diﬀerent scheduling algorithms

Figure 3: Energy-cosumption factor of diﬀerent scheduling algorithms
Our proposed task scheduling algorithm results in lowest energy consumption for higher number
of tasks. This shows the eﬃciency of the proposed algorithm.

6

Conclusions

The optimization of task scheduling is studied to reduce the energy consumption and ensure
the eﬀective information acquisition in wireless sensor network. A multi-objective optimization
algorithm of task scheduling is proposed for wireless sensor networks in this paper. It is the
ﬁrst time that the NSGA-II algorithm is used to analyze the task scheduling for wireless sensor
networks. Based on the characteristics of wireless sensor networks, makespan optimization,
the energy-consuming balance optimization and task-performing probability optimization were
included. A mathematical model used to optimize the task scheduling problem by NSGA-II
was built and the solution was presented, and a detailed process to solute the multi-objective
programming model was put forwards.
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Abstract: Multi-sensor decision fusion used for discovering important facts hidden in
a mass of data has become a widespread topic in recent years, and has been gradually
applied in failure analysis, system evaluation and other ﬁelds of big data process. The
solution to incompleteness is a key problem of decision fusion during the experiment
and has been basically solved by proposed technique in this paper. Firstly, as a
generalization of classical rough set, interval similarity relation is employed to classify
not only single-valued data but also interval-valued data in the information systems.
Then, a new kind of generalized information entropy called "H’-Information Entropy"
is suggested based on interval similarity relation to measure the uncertainty and the
classiﬁcation ability in the information systems. Thus, the innovated information
ﬁlling technique using the properties of H’-Information Entropy can be applied to
replace the missing data by some smaller estimation intervals. Finally, the feasibility
and advantage of this technique are testiﬁed by two actual applications of decision
fusion, whose performance is evaluated by the quantiﬁcation of E-Condition Entropy.
Keywords: Multi-Sensor Decision Fusion, Rough Set Theory, Generalized Information Entropy, Information Classiﬁcation, Information Filling.

1

Introduction

Decision fusion is the general name of data-based decision making methods. The purposes of
these methods are automatically discovering important facts hidden in a mass of data collected
from varieties of sensors or other sources, and expressing them by the natural language of decision
rules. Then, people can eﬀectively use the simpliﬁed decision rules to aid decision making in
future applications. Obviously, this target puts forward higher requirements for both sensors
capability and the information processing method. Besides basic statistical method, neural
networks and Bayesian networks, rough set theory as a favorable mathematical tool with high
performance of information acquisition and classiﬁcation takes into account consequently [1] [2].
The theory of rough set was ﬁrstly proposed by Pawlak in 1982 [3]. It is an extension of
classical set theory for the study of information systems characterized by inexact, uncertain
and vague, and has been widely used in the ﬁelds of knowledge discovery, decision fusion, data
mining, pattern recognition, and so on. With the rapid development of rough set, some new
frameworks were proposed to extend its application range. The tolerance relation [4], valued
tolerance relation [5], similarity relation [6], together with the limited tolerance relation [7], laid
a solid foundation for the progress of generalized rough set. Until now, the improvements of
binary relations are still attracting the scholars attentions [8]- [11].
As to decision fusion of multi-sensor, data acquired from diﬀerent sensors is real-valued
which characterizes objects of interest. Because of the imprecision of acquisition, the fuzziness of
cognition and the limitation of knowledge [12] [13], these attributes with real-valued data usually
expressed as Single-valued Information System (SIS), Interval-valued Information System (IIS)
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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or the combination of SIS and IIS cannot be classiﬁed by any binary relation mentioned above
absolutely. The discretization of a long interval by dividing the range into a certain number
of partitioning small intervals and using symbolic values to replace these small intervals before
further calculation is the popular handling method [14] [15], but existing dispute about the
cut-oﬀ points [16]. Additionally, the classical rough set may generate an unacceptably large
number of classiﬁcations from the discretized data resulting in too many classiﬁcation rules to
make ﬁnal decisions. More important, data missing and uncertain called incompleteness may
occur unavoidably because of loss of documents, diﬃculties of measurement or malfunction of
sensors, and increases the diﬃculties of information processing [17]. The direct information
ﬁlling methods have not been paid enough attention to, and existed methods [12] [13] are lack of
precision to make optimal decisions. Thereupon, the researches of solutions to the classiﬁcations
and the incompleteness in information systems, together with the following calculations of rough
set become signiﬁcant [18].
In this paper, the discussions are paying attention to solve above issues based on rough
set theory emphatically. The notion, properties and measurement of generalized rough set are
reviewed ﬁrstly in Section 2. In Section 3, a brand new “H’-Information Entropy" is deﬁned for
the measurement of uncertainty and classiﬁcation ability in the information systems according
to the interval similarity relation. In Section 4, an innovated information ﬁlling technique is
proposed by the use of H’-Information Entropy to solve the incompleteness in both SIS and
IIS, whose performance is evaluated by the quantiﬁcation of E-Condition Entropy. In Section
5, the advantage and practicability of this new information ﬁlling technique are testiﬁed by
two integrated examples. The missing data in the decision table is ﬁlled by smaller estimation
intervals and the certain decision rules are extracted by the calculation of rough set ﬁnally.

2

The Theory of Generalized Rough Set

Information systems with the form of decision tables provide a convenient basis for the
representation of objects in terms of their attributes. But the uncertainty and incoordination
take place in most of decision tables. Thereupon, rough set as a powerful method is used to deal
with these issues.

2.1

Basic Concept

Let S = (U, A) be an information system, where U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , u|U | } (|U | means the
cardinality of U ) is a non-empty ﬁnite set of objects, denoting the whole research objects of the
information system. A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , an } is a non-empty ﬁnite set of attributes, denoting the
whole attributes of the information system. f : U → Va is a mapping for a ∈ A ,where Va is
called the domain of attribute a. This constitutes the basic research contents of rough set.
Let P ⊆ A be a subset of attributes. T is a binary relation (including but not limited to
equivalence relation). Sp (u) denotes the object set {v ∈ U |(u, v) ∈ T } , called a class or an
information granule. If (ui , uj ) ∈ T , then SP (ui ) ̸= SP (uj ) in general conditions.
The whole classes of U are obtained according to T [19]:
K(P ) = (SP (u1 ), SP (u2 ), . . . , SP (u|U | ))

(1)

At this time, K(P ) is not restricted to “partition", but may be the “covering" of U , namely:
∪SP (ui ) = U

i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |

(2)

Then, a rough set can be described by the deﬁnitions of lower and upper approximations.
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Deﬁnition 1. Let S = (U, A) be an information system, X ⊆ U . With an arbitrary binary
equivalence relation on U , the lower and upper approximations of X are [3]:
R(X) = ∪{SP (ui )|SP (ui ) ⊆ X}
R(X) = ∪{SP (ui )|SP (ui ) ∩ X ̸= ∅}

i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |
i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |

(3)
(4)

The covering-based rough set is the great generalization of classical rough set. So, the application range of rough set is extended signiﬁcantly.

2.2

The Measurement of Rough Set

The uncertainty in rough set refers to the size of classes called information granules generally
determined by speciﬁed attributes in the information system. It can be measured by information
entropy [20]. Small information granules imply a precise description of rough set.
Deﬁnition 2. Let S = (U, A) be an information system, and P ⊆ A be a subset of attributes.K(P ) =
(SP (u1 ), SP (u2 ), . . . , SP (u|U | )) are the classes of U created by some binary relation according to
P . Information entropy of P is deﬁned as [19]:
|U |
∑
1
|SP (ui )|
log2
H(P ) = −
|U |
|U |

(5)

i=1

This deﬁnition of entropy is called “H-Information Entropy". In other words, H-Information
Entropy quantiﬁes the classiﬁcation ability of objects set U according to the attributes subset
P.
The relationship between diﬀerent classes can be compared by partial relation “ ≼ ”. Let
P, Q ⊆ A be subsets of attributes. If K(P ) = (SP (u1 ), SP (u2 ), . . . , SP (u|U | )) and K(Q) =
(SQ (u1 ), SQ (u2 ), . . . , SQ (u|U | )). The partial relation “ ≼ ” is deﬁned as:
K(P ) ≼ K(Q) ⇔ ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |, SP (ui ) ⊆ SQ (ui )

(6)

Theorem 3. If K(P ) ≼ K(Q), then H(Q) ≤ H(P ) [19].
This theorem explains that H-Information Entropy is monotone increasing with the decrease
of elements in each class. The thinner classes are obtained by stricter binary relations. The
bigger the H-Information Entropy is, the smaller the information granules will be.
In order to mine the internal relations of subsets P and Q, the research of coordination of
these two attributes becomes signiﬁcant. The result embodies the support degree of one subset
of attributes to another. It is just the major application of rough set in decision fusion.
The condition entropy is introduced to measure this support degree [21]. It is proved that
E-Condition Entropy is suitable for both partition-based and covering-based rough set [19] [22].
Deﬁnition 4. Let P, Q ⊆ A be two subsets of attributes. If K(P ) = (SP (u1 ), SP (u2 ), . . . , SP (u|U | ))
and K(Q) = (SQ (u1 ), SQ (u2 ), . . . , SQ (u|U | )), then E-Condition Entropy is:
E(Q/P ) =

|U |
∑
|SP (ui )| − |SP (ui ) ∩ SQ (ui )|
i=1

|U |2

(7)

In particular, if K(P ) ≼ K(Q), which means the classes obtained by P are totally included
in the classes obtained by Q, then E(Q/P ) = 0 [23]. Thus, some attributes “entirely" support
the some others. Rough set degenerates to the classical set. It is considered that if E-Condition
Entropy is small, the support degree is high. Then, the coordination in rough set is better.
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Generalized Information Entropy

In the decision tables, the values of attributes may be some interval ranges instead of simple
single values. In order to measure the uncertainty in such kind of system, the new information
entropy is deﬁned in this section, called H’ information entropy.

3.1

Interval Similarity Relation

The information system with interval-valued data is now called Interval-valued Information
System (IIS).
Deﬁnition 5. Let S = (U, A) be an IIS. If x ∈ U and a ∈ A, then the interval range of f (x, a)
is denoted as f (x, a) = [f (x, a)L , f (x, a)U ].
As mentioned in Introduction, it is clear that the classical binary relations are not suitable for
the classiﬁcations of IIS now. Additionally, it is considered that the length of interval implies the
uncertainty of cognition. Because the intersection degrees among objects are highly diﬀerent, the
negligence will enlarge the possibility of intersection factitiously. Thus, the classiﬁcation ability
and the cognition of the system will be reduced. So, the interval similarity relation is employed
as the binary relation to classify the objects of IIS in this paper.
Deﬁnition 6. Let S = (U, A) be an IIS. x, y ∈ U and a ∈ A. The interval similarity degree of
f (x, a) and f (y, a) is deﬁned as:
a
Pxy
=

|f (x, a) ∩ f (y, a)|
|f (x, a) ∪ f (y, a)|

(8)

where || means the absolute length of interval.
In particular, there may exist some single-valued data in IIS in practical applications. That
is f (x, a) = f (x, a)L = f (x, a)U = Constant. In order to generalize the deﬁnition of interval
similarity degree, if f (y, a) = [f (y, a)L , f (y, a)U ] and Constant ∈ [f (y, a)L , f (y, a)U ], then we
a = 1, and vice versa. Thus, the deﬁnition of similarity degree can be improved.
deﬁne Pxy
Deﬁnition 7. Let S = (U, A) be an IIS. x, y ∈ U and a ∈ A. the interval similarity relation is
deﬁned as:
a
S(A) = {(x, y) ∈ U × U |Pxy
≥ α, ∀a ∈ A}
(9)
where α is the similarity threshold value.
Obviously, if f (x, a) and f (y, a) are both single-valued data, then the interval similarity
relation will degenerate to simple equivalence relation by this deﬁnition.
Deduction 1. The interval similarity relation satisﬁes reﬂexivity and symmetry.
It is signiﬁcant that if an information system is classiﬁed by interval similarity relation, the
interval length has direct eﬀect on the classiﬁcation ability. That is interval similarity may aﬀect
information entropy of the system.

3.2

Deﬁnition of Generalized Information Entropy

As the improvement, interval similarity degree deﬁned in Equation (8) will be added to classical information entropy. A new kind of generalized information entropy is deﬁned to measure
the uncertainty and classiﬁcation ability in the information systems.
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Deﬁnition 8. Let S = (U, A) be an information system and B ⊆ A be a subset of attributes.
K(B) = (SB (u1 ), SB (u2 ), . . . , SB (u|U | )) are the classes of U created by interval similarity relation
according to B. Pxy is the minimum interval similarity degree between two objects (x and y).
{
Pxy =

k } P k > 0, ∀k ∈ B
min{Pxy
xy

0

(10)

else

The generalized information entropy called “H’-Information Entropy" is deﬁned as:
|U |
∑

|U |

∑ 1
H′(B) = −
log2
|U |
i=1

Pui uj

j=1

(11)

|U |

Deduction 2. H’-Information Entropy satisﬁes non-negativity, symmetry, continuity, monotonicity and extremum property.
Proof.
1) By the deﬁnition of interval similarity degree, it is obvious that 0 ≤ Pui uj ≤ 1 . Then,
|U |
∑

|U |

0<

∑

Pui uj ≤ |U | ⇒ 0 <

j=1

|U |
∑

Pui uj

j=1

≤ 1 ⇒ − log2

|U |

Pui uj

j=1

|U |

≥0

(12)

That is H’-Information Entropy is nonnegative.
2) Moreover, because of the symmetry of interval similarity degree (Pui uj = Puj ui ), H’Information Entropy is also symmetric.
3) The numerical ranges of Pui uj are continuous and Pui uj constitute the whole variables of H’Information Entropy. The operations of addition, multiplication, and logarithm are continuous
totally. Hence, H’-Information Entropy keeps the continuity.
4) Let S = (U, A) be an information system and B1 , B2 ⊆ A be subsets of attributes. The
condition that B1 ⊆ B2 is assumed, then there is K(B2 ) ≼ K(B1 ) [24].
B1 = min{P k } (P k > 0, ∀k ∈ B ) and P B2 = min{P k } (P k > 0, ∀k ∈ B ), with
Because Pxy
1
2
xy
xy
xy
xy
xy
B
B
1
2
the assumption B1 ⊆ B2 , the consequent that Pxy ≥ Pxy is obtained. Hence, H′(B1 ) ≤ H′(B2 ).
As a result,
K(B2 ) ≼ K(B1 ) ⇒ H′(B1 ) ≤ H′(B2 )
(13)
It should be noticed that this monotonicity is under the constraint (B1 ⊆ B2 ) in this paper.
If there is no inclusion relation between two subsets of condition attributes, this monotonicity
may be broken down.
|U |
|U |
∑
∑
5) If
Pui uj = 1, then H′(B) = log2 |U |. If
Pui uj = |U |, then H′(B) = 0. Hence, there
j=1

j=1

exist two extreme values.

4

The Solution to Incompleteness

Data missing and uncertain called incompleteness occur commonly in data acquisition by
multi-sensor. In this section, the research focus will turn to this incomplete information system
and try to ﬁnd the solution to incompleteness.
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The New Information Filling Technique

Now, a new information ﬁlling method is proposed based on the H’-Information Entropy
deﬁned above.
Theorem 9. In an IIS with one attribute, it will assuredly increase the H’-Information Entropy
when a new object of minimal interval is added into the system.
Proof. Let S = (U, A) be an IIS. ∀a ∈ A, S = (U, a) is an IIS with one attribute. u|U +1| is
the newly added object. There are:
f (u|U +1| , a) = [f (u|U +1| , a)L , f (u|U +1| , a)U ]

(14)

|f (u|U +1| , a)| = f (u|U +1| , a)U − f (u|U +1| , a)L = δ

(15)

When u|U +1| is added into original IIS, the new H’-Information Entropy is:
|U +1|

H′(a)1 = −

∑
i=1

|U∑
+1|

1
log2
|U + 1|
|U |
∑

1
= −
(log2
|U + 1|
|U |
∑

+ log2

j=1

j=1

Pui uj

j=1

|U + 1|
|U |
∑

Pu1 uj + Pu1 u|U +1|
+ log2

|U + 1|

|U |
∑

Pu|U | uj + Pu|U | u|U +1|
+ log2

|U + 1|

Obviously, Pu|U +1| u|U +1| = 1.

|U |
∑

j=1

j=1

Pu2 uj + Pu2 u|U +1|
|U + 1|

+ ···

Pu|U +1| uj + Pu|U +1| u|U +1|
|U + 1|

(16)

)

Pui uj (i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |) is unchanged since the newly added

j=1

object does not aﬀect the intersection relations in original system. When δ is a minimal interval,
there is δ ≪ |f (ui , a)|(i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |). Therefore, whether δ has an intersection with other
interval or not, it is obtained:
Pui u|U +1| = Pu|U +1| ui = 0

i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |

(17)

As a result:
|U |
∑

H′(a)1

=
def

=

Let

|U |
∑

Pu1 uj

|U |
∑

Pu2 uj

1
j=1
j=1
−
(log2
+ log2
+ · · · + log2
|U + 1|
|U + 1|
|U + 1|

|U |
∑
j=1

Pu|U | uj

|U + 1|

+ log2

1
)
|U + 1|

H′(a)10

(18)

Pui uj = Pi for convenience, then:

j=1

P|U |
P1
P2
1
1
(log2
+ log2
+ · · · + log2
+ log2
)
|U + 1|
|U + 1|
|U + 1|
|U + 1|
|U + 1|
P1 P2 · · · P|U |
1
= −
log2
|U + 1|
|U + 1||U +1|

H′(a)10 = −

=

|U + 1||U +1|
1
log2
|U + 1|
P1 P2 · · · P|U |

(19)
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The H’-Information Entropy of original system is:
|U |

H′(a)0

∑ 1
= −
log2
|U |
i=1

=

|U |
∑

Pui uj

j=1

|U |

1
|U ||U |
log2
|U |
P1 P2 · · · P|U |

(20)

Because |U | ≥ 1 and Pi ≥ 1(i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |), Hence,
H′(a)10 =
=
>
>
=

|U + 1||U +1|
1
log2
|U + 1|
P1 P2 · · · P|U |
1
log2 |U + 1| −
log2 (P1 P2 · · · P|U | )
|U + 1|
1
log2 |U | −
log2 (P1 P2 · · · P|U | )
|U + 1|
1
log2 (P1 P2 · · · P|U | )
log2 |U | −
|U |
H′(a)0

(21)

It is clear that, Theorem 9 can be expanded to a SIS. That is in a SIS with one attribute,
when a new object of minimal interval is added into the system, it will assuredly increase the
H’-Information Entropy if the interval range of newly added object doesn’t include any existed
single-valued data in the attribute. As long as this promise exists, Pui u|U +1| = Pu|U +1| ui = 0
as well according to Equation (8). Consequently, the simplifying process from Equation (16) to
(18) stays the same.
In order to make the research more intuitive, the following discussions are based on the
assumption that the increase of interval is unidirectional. Hence, the lower limit or upper limit
is ﬁxed.
Theorem 10. In an information system with one attribute, the H’-Information Entropy will be
monotone decreasing with the interval increase of newly added object within a limit.
Proof. Followed by previous proof, δ is increased gradually.
def
1) If the original system is an IIS, obviously, only the terms of pi = Pui u|U +1| = Pu|U +1| ui =

|f (ui ,a)∩δ|
|f (ui ,a)∪δ|

are changing during the increase of δ. Firstly, H′(a)1 will be monotone decreasing
because of the continuous increase of pi . The increase trend of pi will be sustained until the
intersection of ui (i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |) and u|U +1| is steady, which means the upper /lower limit of δ
reaches the upper /lower limit of arbitrary ui (as showed in Fig.1). After that, |f (ui , a) ∩ δ| is a
constant while |f (ui , a) ∪ δ| is still increased. Then, pi will turn to decrease. Once this happens
to any ui ∈ U , the trend of H′(a)1 may be changed.
2) If the original system is a SIS, there should exist growing amount of pi = 1(i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |)
with the increase of δ. Thus, H′(a)1 will be monotone decreasing until the interval range of δ
is long enough to cover the largest number of original single-valued data in the domain of the
attribute a.
Theorem 10 shows that the newly added object will have more opportunity to be classiﬁed
with other objects with interval increase under the interval similarity relation. This phenomenon
will cause the weakness of classiﬁcation ability and the reduction of information entropy.
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Figure 1: Intersection of Two Intervals.
Deduction 3. In an information system with one attribute, there is a minimum value of H’Information Entropy with the interval increase of newly added object.
H′(a)1 is continuous according to Deduction 2 and it has been proved that H′(a)1 is monotone
decreasing within a limit. Consequently, there is a minimum value in the limit.
Deduction 4. In an IIS with one attribute, after the upper /lower limit of newly added object
reaches the maximal /minimal value in the domain of the attribute a, the H’-Information Entropy
will be monotone increasing with the interval increase.
Deduction 5. In an SIS with one attribute, after the upper /lower limit of newly added object
reaches the maximal /minimal value in the domain of the attribute a, the H’-Information Entropy
will be a constant with the interval increase.
In an IIS, once the upper /lower limit of newly added object reaches the upper /lower limit
of interval-valued data of entire original objects, pi will turn to decrease with the increase of δ
for all ui ∈ U . Then, H′(a)1 is changed to increase assuredly. Meanwhile, in a SIS, once the
upper /lower limit of newly added object reaches the maximal /minimal value of single-valued
data of entire original objects, pi will be the number of covered single-valued data and remains
unchanged regardless of the interval extension. Then, H′(a)1 is a constant assuredly.
The deductions above explain that when the interval of the newly added object is increased
from zero to the maximal /minimal value in the domain of the attribute a, there exists at least
one global minimum value of H’-Information Entropy.
Now, the missing data in the information systems can be dealt with above-mentioned results.
The new information ﬁlling technique follows the assumption that the objects with missing data
have no eﬀect with the classiﬁcations of information. In other words, regardless of the existing
of the existence of these incomplete objects, the information entropy of corresponding condition
attribute should be unchanged.
The process of the new information ﬁlling technique is considered as a new object of minimal interval adds into the complete information system attribute by attribute. Then, the H’Information Entropy is surely increased implying the rapid improvement of classiﬁcation ability.
According to Deduction 3, 4 and 5, the trend of H’-Information Entropy is decreased ﬁrstly and
increased or ﬂat ﬁnally. The ﬁlling interval is expected to make the H’-Information Entropy
close to the original one as much as possible before the upper /lower limit reaches the maximal
/minimal value in the domain of corresponding attribute. Thus, a smaller ﬁlling interval is obtained. Because of the expanded deﬁnition of interval similarity relation, this new information
ﬁlling technique can be applied for both IIS and SIS.
In general, the process is listed below.
1) Calculate the H’-Information Entropy (H′(a)0 ) of original information system for each
condition attribute without incomplete objects.
2) Add a new object with minimal interval (δ = 10−3 is recommended) to one attribute. If
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the original system is SIS, the lower /upper limit of the interval should be set at the left /right
side of minimal /maximal value in the domain of corresponding attribute of the objects with
the same decision. If the original system is IIS, the lower /upper limit of the interval should be
known and ﬁxed in advance just like the forms of f (x, a) = [f (x, a)L , ∗] or f (x, a) = [∗, f (x, a)U ].
Thus, the initial position marked as A is established. The H’-Information Entropy is H′(a)1 |start
at the beginning.
3) Forward /backward increase the length of the new interval by a setting step size until its
upper /lower limit reaches the maximal /minimal value in the domain of the attribute. Fig.2 is
just showing the process of forward increasing for instance. Calculate the new H’-Information
Entropy for each step. Record the following data:
a. Mark the position of interval’s upper /lower limit as B when the corresponding new H’Information Entropy reaches global minimum value H′(a)1 |min for the ﬁrst time.
b. The position of maximal /minimal value in the domain of the attribute is marked as C,
and the corresponding H’-Information Entropy is H′(a)1 |end .
c. Mark the position of interval’s upper (lower) limit as D when the corresponding new
H’-Information Entropy is equal to the original H’-Information Entropy (H′(a)1 = H′(a)0 ) for
the ﬁrst time. D may not exist in some cases.
4) If H′(a)1 |min ≤ H′(a)0 , then the estimation interval is |A − D| (as showed in Fig.
2(Left)).If H′(a)1 |min > H′(a)0 ,then the estimation interval is |A − B| (as showed in Fig.
4(Right)). Thus, there are |A − D| ≤ |A − C| and |A − B| ≤ |A − C|, so the estimation interval
is shortened.

Figure 2: Variation Curve of H’-Information Entropy.
d

4.2

!
d
Performance

d
Analysis

In order to check the performance of proposed information ﬁlling technique, a deduction is
introduced ﬁrstly.
Deduction 6. In an information system, the shortening of estimation intervals will improve the
coordination of the system.
Proof. Let S = (U, A) be an information system. Ĥ
A = C ∪ D , where C is the set of condition

attributes and D is set of the decision attributes.
If B ⊆ C , then the classes obtained according
to B and D are:
( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))
K(B) = (SB (u1 ), SB (u2 ), . . . , SB (u|U | ))
(22)
) ((u (), ),S (u
( ),..., ( ))
K(D) =( (S
D 1
D 2 ), . . . , SD (u|U | ))

(23)

With the shortening of estimation intervals in B, there exists a new classiﬁcation:
( )' (

( ) ',

( ) ',...,

(

) ')

(24)

K(B)′ = (SB (u1 )′, SB (u2 )′, . . . , SB (u|U | )′)

ģ



ģ

ģ



d

d
ģ
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Obviously, short estimation interval will decrease the intersection degree and reduce the
objects in the classes made by interval similarity relation. That is SB (ui )′ ⊆ SB (ui ), |SB (ui )′| ≤
|SB (ui )| (i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |). Hence, SB (ui )′ ∩ SD (ui ) ⊆ SB (ui ) ∩ SD (ui ) and |SB (ui )′ ∩ SD (ui )| ≤
|SB (ui )∩SD (ui )|. E-Condition Entropy studied in Section 2.2 is used to measure the coordination
in rough set. According to its deﬁnition, there is:
E(D/B) − E(D/B)′ =

|U |
∑
|SB (ui )| − |SB (ui ) ∩ SD (ui )|
i=1

=

|U |2

|U |
∑
|SB (ui )′| − |SB (ui )′ ∩ SD (ui )|
i=1

|U |2

|U |
∑
|SB (ui )| − |SB (ui )′| − (|SB (ui ) ∩ SD (ui )| − |SB (ui )′ ∩ SD (ui )|)

|U |2

i=1

=

−

|U |
∑
|SB (ui )| − |SB (ui )′| − |(SB (ui ) − SB (ui )′) ∩ SD (ui )|
i=1

|U |2

≥ 0

(25)

The equality holds if and only if (SB (ui ) − SB (ui )′) ⊆ SD (ui ). So, E(D/B) ≥ E(D/B)′.
It is mentioned that small E-Condition Entropy implies great support degree, which means
the shortening of estimation intervals improves the coordination between corresponding condition
attributes and decision attributes. Because of the generality of this result to the whole condition
attributes, the coordination of the information system is improved consequently.
Now, the beneﬁts of smaller estimation intervals obtained in this paper are reﬂected in two
aspects. On the one hand, the coordination between condition attributes and decision attributes
is improved according to Deduction 6. That is the positive region in the rough set is expanded,
while the uncertainty is decreased. The reliability of decision will be increased as a result. On
the other hand, the shortened estimation intervals are beneﬁcial for decision making. The new
decision rules will be ﬁne and precise with the extending of covering range.

5

Experimental Studies

The new information ﬁlling technique can be applied to process the incompleteness in large
amounts of data acquired by diﬀerent sensors for decision fusion in a variety of ﬁelds. Here,
two integrated experiments will be studied below to validate the feasibility and superiority of
proposed method.

5.1

Single-valued Data Estimation and Filling

In the study of single-valued data evaluation and ﬁlling, a part of ICU data of one patient
is acquired by diﬀerent sensors and listed in Table 1. In this decision table, the Column "U "
refers to the times of examinations. Columns "c1" to "c5" denote the data acquired by sensors
of temperature, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, spo2 and respiration rate, and compose ﬁve
condition attributes. The Column "d" denotes four degrees of ICU decisions and composes the
decision attribute. Furthermore, the missing data is denoted as "∗" in the table.
By applying the new information ﬁlling technique, a small interval can be estimated to ﬁll
the missing data. Figure 3 shows this process of information ﬁlling and we can get f (u17, c1) =
[36.3, 36.4] (as showed in Figure 3(left)) and f (u3, c3) = [103.0, 115.9] (as showed in Figure
3(right)) as a result.
Then, E-Condition Entropy discussed before can be used to evaluate the performance of
above result. We get E(D/C) = 0 without the objects with missing data, meaning the condition
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U
1
2
3
...
14
15
16
17
18
19
...
49
50

c1
37.8
37.7
37.7
...
37.3
37.3
37.3
*
36.3
36.4
...
36.7
36.7

c2
62.0
61.0
61.0
...
62.0
62.0
62.0
111.0
111.0
111.0
...
98.0
98.0

c3
103.0
120.0
*
...
116.0
116.0
116.0
142.0
142.0
142.0
...
133.0
133.0

c4
94.0
97.0
97.0
...
98.0
98.0
98.0
95.0
95.0
95.0
...
92.0
92.0

c5
18.0
16.0
16.0
...
18.0
18.0
18.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
...
20.0
20.0

d
2
2
2
...
3
3
3
1
1
1
...
4
4

Table 1: Incomplete ICU Data.

Figure 3: Information Filling of ICU data.
attributes entirely support each decision in the original system. Then, this index is still 0 when
u3 and u17 with ﬁlling intervals are added to the system. That is the new information ﬁlling
technique doesn’t change the coordination between condition attributes and decision attribute
in this example and the results make sense.

5.2

Interval-valued Data Estimation and Filling

In the study of interval-valued data estimation and ﬁlling, a part of thruster experimental
data is acquired by diﬀerent sensors. In order to simplify the table, only the objects with missing
data denoted as "∗" are listed in Table 2. The Column "U " refers to the times of experiment.
Columns "c1" to "c4" denote the data acquired by diﬀerent pressure and temperature sensors,
and compose four condition attributes. These acquired data is formed as interval values including
the minimum and maximum from the each sensor without data preprocessing. The Column "d"
denotes three types of failure simpliﬁed as symbolic values and composes the decision attribute.
We need to ﬁll the missing data eﬀectively and discover the failure rules hidden in the data as
accurately as possible.
1) Firstly, the decision table is completed by the method in Ref. [13] and showed in Table 3.
Brieﬂy, "∗" is replaced by the minimal
/maximal
value in the
domain of each
condition attribute.
]
]
]
730]
]

]

]

5.658]

2) Then, the decision table
] is completed] by the new information ﬁlling
26.819] technique proposed
... showed in Table 4.
...
in this paper and
0.033]
]
826]
In order to reveal the diﬀerence between above two methods, the classiﬁcations of condition
...
... obtained by the
attributes are made
by interval similarity relation. The cardinality of each class
21
4.997]
]
848]
two methods can be compared in Figure 4.
...
5
...

...
31
...

...

]

]

806]
...
...

4.997]

0.038]

4.999]
...
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U
3
6
21
25
28
43
46
55
...

c1
[4.344, 4.604]
[4.283, *]
[4.801, 4.997]
[*, 4.993]
[4.445, 4.711]
[2.629, *]
[2.653, 3.812]
[1.470, 2.551]
...

c2
[0.029, 0.037]
[0.024, 0.033]
[0.027, 0.035]
[0.023, 0.030]
[0.025, 0.037]
[0.024, 0.037]
[0.025, 0.033]
[0.027, 0.030]
...

c3
[4.600, *]
[4.613, 4.889]
[*, 4.516]
[4.627, 4.904]
[4.236, 4.490]
[4.600, 4.876]
[4.619, 4.896]
[4.507, *]
...

c4
[23.865, 26.819]
[23.872, 25.826]
[28.700, 30.848]
[28.663, 30.806]
[28.826, *]
[30.881, 32.116]
[30.016, *]
[30.497, 31.717]
...
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d
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
...

Table 2: Incomplete Thruster Experimental Data.
U
3
6
21
25
28
43
46
55
...

c1
[4.344, 4.604]
[4.283, 4.999]
[4.801, 4.997]
[1.015, 4.993]
[4.445, 4.711]
[2.629, 4.999]
[2.653, 3.812]
[1.470, 2.551]
...

c2
[0.029, 0.037]
[0.024, 0.033]
[0.027, 0.035]
[0.023, 0.030]
[0.025, 0.037]
[0.024, 0.037]
[0.025, 0.033]
[0.027, 0.030]
...

c3
[4.600, 4.999]
[4.613, 4.889]
[4.062, 4.516]
[4.627, 4.904]
[4.236, 4.490]
[4.600, 4.876]
[4.619, 4.896]
[4.507, 4.999]
...

c4
[23.865, 26.819]
[23.872, 25.826]
[28.700, 30.848]
[28.663, 30.806]
[28.826, 32.150]
[30.881, 32.116]
[30.016, 32.150]
[30.497, 31.717]
...

d
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
...

Table 3: Completed Thruster Experimental Data 1.
The histogram indicates that, with the same binary relation, more than 30% classes obtained
from the completed decision table by the new information ﬁlling technique are “thinner" than
before. That is, the new information ﬁlling technique can achieve a classiﬁcation ability no less
than the traditional one. The classes are more precise and the uncertainty is lower now. Additionally, E-Condition Entropy is calculated as E(D/C) = 0.0033 in Table 4, while this index is
0.0106 in Table 3. The result also implies a better coordination obtained by the new information
ﬁlling technique between condition attributes and decision attributes.
Then, the reduct of the system is c1, c3, c4 obtained by heuristic algorithm of attribute reduction based on E-Condition Entropy [22] [25]. The certain decision rules (failure rules) can be
achieved explicitly (as showed in Table 5) since all the missing data has been ﬁlled.
At present, the estimation intervals in each attribute are relatively small in this group of
certain failure rules. It has a better signiﬁcance for the practical decision making. The result is
agreed with the performance analysis in Section 4.2. Consequently, the problems of incompleteness in thruster experimental data are solved and the failure rules are achieved favorably.

Figure 4: Cardinality of Each Class.
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U
3
6
21
25
28
43
46
55
...

c1
[4.344, 4.604]
[4.283, 4.601]
[4.801, 4.997]
[4.877, 4.993]
[4.445, 4.711]
[2.629, 3.810]
[2.653, 3.812]
[1.470, 2.551]
...

c2
[0.029, 0.037]
[0.024, 0.033]
[0.027, 0.035]
[0.023, 0.030]
[0.025, 0.037]
[0.024, 0.037]
[0.025, 0.033]
[0.027, 0.030]
...

c3
[4.600, 4.753]
[4.613, 4.889]
[4.235, 4.516]
[4.627, 4.904]
[4.236, 4.490]
[4.600, 4.876]
[4.619, 4.896]
[4.507, 4.837]
...

c4
[23.865, 26.819]
[23.872, 25.826]
[28.700, 30.848]
[28.663, 30.806]
[28.826, 30.471]
[30.881, 32.116]
[30.016, 31.240]
[30.497, 31.717]
...

d
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
...

Table 4: Completed Thruster Experimental Data 2.
Rules
R1
R2
...
R19
R20
...
R35
R36
...

Descriptions
If c1 ∈ [4.458, 4.725] ∧ c3 ∈ [4.867, 4.997] ∧ c4 ∈ [23.779, 25.730],
If c1 ∈ [4.456, 4.732] ∧ c3 ∈ [4.358, 4.619] ∧ c4 ∈ [23.717, 25.658],
...
If c1 ∈ [4.801, 4.997] ∧ c3 ∈ [4.235, 4.516] ∧ c4 ∈ [28.700, 30.848],
If c1 ∈ [4.817, 4.989] ∧ c3 ∈ [4.350, 4.611] ∧ c4 ∈ [29.200, 30.328],
...
If c1 ∈ [2.947, 4.215] ∧ c3 ∈ [4.868, 4.999] ∧ c4 ∈ [30.391, 31.607],
If c1 ∈ [3.678, 4.047] ∧ c3 ∈ [4.358, 4.619] ∧ c4 ∈ [29.950, 31.148],
...

then d = 1
then d = 1
then d = 2
then d = 2
then d = 3
then d = 3

Table 5: Certain Decision Rules.

6

Conclusions

The solution to incompleteness in decision fusion is presented with the help of a new information ﬁlling technique based on generalized information entropy in this paper. Interval similarity
relation is employed as the binary relation to classify both single-valued and interval-valued data
acquired by diﬀerent sensors. As the improvement of classical rough set, a new kind of generalized information entropy called H’-Information Entropy is provided to solve the incompleteness
occurring unavoidably in information systems. So, the missing data in the decision tables can
be ﬁlled evidently and favorably. The calculation procedure of this innovated information ﬁlling technique is listed in detail. Finally, two integrated examples are given to evaluate the
performance of proposed method. The results turn out the superiority and practicality in real
applications.
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Abstract: Interleaving along with error correction coding is an eﬀective way to
deal with diﬀerent types of error in digital data communication. Error burst due to
multipath fading and from other sources in a digital channel may be eﬀectively combated by interleaving. Normally the interleaver / deinterleaver pair is often designed
as reconﬁgurable architectures able to deal with requirements of large data length
variability found in the newest communication standards. In this work reconﬁgurable
interleaver architecture for the turbo decoder in 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) standard is presented. The interleaver is a key component of radio communication systems. Using conventional design methods, it consumes a large part of
silicon area in the design of turbo encoder and decoder. The proposed interleaver
utilizes the algorithmic level hardware simpliﬁcations and generates 100 manage the
ow of data streams to achieve very low cost solution. The proposed technique reduces
consumption of FPGA resources to a large extent compared with existing state-ofthe-art interleaver for turbo codes. The proposed architecture con- sumes only 4856
logic elements by hardware optimization.
Keywords: 3GPP, interleaver, reconﬁgurable, turbo codes.

1

Introduction

Turbo codes [1] have been shown to provide superior error performance amidst hostile transmission media. 3rd generation systems based on the 3GPP air interface standard [2] must support
turbo coding at data rates of between 384 kbps to 2Mbps, while maintaining low mobile station
power. A turbo code is formed from the parallel concatenation of two codes separated by an
interleaver [3] .The generic design of a turbo code is depicted in Figure 1. The two encoders
used are normally identical. The code is in a systematic form, i.e. the input bits also occur in
the output. The Turbo decoder consists of two elementary decoders in a serial concatenation
scheme. Since soft decoding performs better than hard decoding, the ﬁrst decoder provides a
weighted soft decision in the form of A Posteriori Probabilities (APPs) to the second decoder.
The decoding proceeds in an iterative fashion as illustrated in Figure.2 [4]. The interleaver reads
the bits in a pseudo-random order. The choice of the interleaver is a crucial part in the turbo
code design. The task of the interleaver is to "scramble" bits in a pseudo-random, albeit predetermined fashion. This serves two purposes. Firstly, if the input to the second encoder is
interleaved, its output is usually quite diﬀerent from the output of the ﬁrst encoder. This means
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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that even if one of the output code words has low weight, the other usually does not, and there
is a smaller chance of producing an output with very low weight. Higher weight is beneﬁcial
for the performance of the decoder. Secondly, since the code is a parallel concatenation of two
codes, the divide-and-conquer strategy can be employed for decoding. If the input to the second
decoder is scrambled, also its output will be diﬀerent or "uncorrelated" from the output of the
ﬁrst encoder. This means that the corresponding two decoders will gain more from information
exchange [5].

A ﬂexible and reconﬁgurable interleaver architecture for multimode communication environment is presented in [6]. The presented hardware in [6] enables the mapping of vital types of
interleavers including multiple block interleavers and convolutional interleaver onto a single architecture. A parallel interleaver design that support for high throughput is presented in [7].In
the proposed work, circuit level VLSI optimization approach is used to reduce the overall computation complexity and provides 100 % interleaved paths.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a review of 3GPP algorithm is discussed.
Section 3 describes the proposed reconﬁgurable architecture of interleaver/deinterleaver. The
controller for the proposed reconﬁgurable interleaver architecture operated in two phases is explained in section 4. Section 5 describes about the address generation and section 6 describes
about exception handling. In section 7, simulation and synthesis results are reported and section
8 concludes the paper.

2

Interleaver algorithm

The 3GPP-deﬁned turbo code interleaver algorithm [8] comprises a series of mathematically
complex processes that map an input sequence of length K (40 - 5114) to a scrambled sequence.
The algorithm can be summarized as follows.
Block size ’K’denotes the number of bits input to turbo code internal interleaver and takes
one of the value from 40 to 5114.
Determine the number of rows ’R’ of the rectangular matrix such that,
R= 5; if (40<K<159)
R=10; if((160<K<200)or(481<K<530))
R=20 ;if (K= any other value)
where rows are numbered form 0 to R-1.
Determine the prime number ’p’ to be used in intra-row permutations and the number of
columns ’C’ of the rectangular matrix as
if (481< K <530)
then p= 53 and C = p
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else
Find the minimum prime number p from table 2 in [6] such that K < (Rx(p-1)) and determine C Such that
C = p-1; if K< (R (p-1))
C = p; if R (p-1) < K < R p)
C=p+1; if (R p) < K
For every prime number p there exists a primitive root v.
Construct the base sequence S(j) for intra row permutation such that
S(j) = (v*S(j-1))mod (p) and S(0) = 1 where j=1,2,...,(p-2).
Determine the prime integers in the sequence q(i) such that
g.c.d(q,p-1) = 1, q(i)> 6 and q(i)> q(i-1) for i=1,2,.....R-1.
Permute the sequence q(i)to make the sequence r(i) such that
r(i) = T(q(i)), i = 0,1,...,R-1. where T(i) is a simple indexing transform.
It is deﬁned by the standard and shown in Table 1.
Table 1 List of prime number p and associated primitive root ’v’

Perform the intra row permutation
if C = p , U(i,j)=S[(j*r(i))mod(p-1)] where U(i,p-1) = 0
if C= p+1,U(i,j)=S[(j*r(i)mod(p-1)] where U(i,p-1) = 0; and U(i,p) = p
and if K= R C, then exchange U(R-1,0) with u(R-1,p)
if C = p-1, U(i,j)=S[(j*r(i))mod(p-1)]-1 where i = 0,1,...,R-1
and j = 0,1,..,p-2.
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Table 2 Inter-Row Permutation Patterns

Perform the inter row permutation for the rectangular matrix based on the pattern T(i).It is
denoted as U(i)
U(i) = U(T(i)), where i=0,1,..,R-1.
Read out the addresses column wise.
Looking at the interleaver algorithm in 3GPP standard, the computationally intensive functions found are Modulo Computation, Intra-row and Inter-row Permutations, Multipliers, Finding least prime integers, and Computing greatest common divisor. Some of these complex functions are implemented using the support from ROM, while the others are simpliﬁed to reduce
the hardware usage.
The interleaving process can be easily separated into two main phases. The two phases are
Pre-computation phase and Execution phase. As diﬀerent block sizes has diﬀerent interleaving
patterns, thus every time some pre-computation is needed while changing the block size ’K’. The
only parameter applied to interleaver is the block size (K) and rest of the parameters is computed
by the hardware itself.

2.1

Pre-computation Phase

Pre-computation phase involves pre-computing the various parameters required for the interleaving process. It has to be performed each time the change in the block size occurs, that
means for a ﬁxed block size K, these operations have to be performed only once.

2.2

Execution phase

Execution phase calculates the intra row permutations Ui,j, and the interleaved address
i_addr .Write or Read the data bits ( in/ from a data RAM) can be taken place depending
upon whether interleaving or deinterleaving is performed of addresses could also be computed
and saved in the memory only.
For each data block, the execution phase has to be performed. The set of addresses could
also be computed and saved in the memory only once.This approach permits to reduce the
implementation size of Interleaving / Deinterleaving algorithm as compared to the memory or
look up table (LUT) based approach, where the interleaving addresses are saved in memory.
Thus execution phase performs basic permutations which form the interleaving process. The
basic permutations performed in this phase are illustrated in ﬁg.4.

3

Proposed Architecture of Reconﬁgurable Interleaver

The main objective of the proposed work is to device an architecture capable of managing
every one of the 5074 diﬀerent block sizes of data ranging from 40 to 5114 deﬁned in the 3GPP
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standard, while maintaining low hardware complexity. The proposed interleaver is said to be
reconﬁgurable, since it adapts or varies its interleaving architecture depending upon the block
size ’K’ of the input rectangular matrix. The reconﬁgurable interleaver accepts only the block
size of the rectangular matrix as the input. The rest of the parameters such as the number of
rows, columns and the base sequence for permutation (both intra row and inter row permutation)
are calculated by the reconﬁgurable architecture for interleaver address generation. The block
diagram of proposed reconﬁgurable interleaver/deinterleaver is shown in Figure 5. It consist of
modulo-computation block, Multiplication addition and comparison hardware, Controller circuit
, I/O RAM, Data RAM, Exceptional logic block, S(j) RAM and LUTs etc.

3.1

Precomputation of Parameters

The computation of parameters in pre-computation for 3GPP is discussed in detail by Blakley
[9]. Some parameters are computed using look up tables while the others need some close loop or
recursive computations. First, the row value ’R’ with logical functions is calculated. Parameters
like prime number ’p’ and primitive root ’v’ are stored as a pair in a look up table just like in
the standard and LUT is read via a counter generated by the controller based on equation (1).
K ≤ R ∗ (p + 1) → (K − R) ≤ (R ∗ p)

(1)

In order to perform the operation in equation (1) the architecture given by Blakley is used in
the proposed work. It is shown in Figure 6.The same hardware architecture is used in execution
phase also. For computation of ’p’ and ’C’ operations such as the multiplication, addition and
comparison are required. It is controlled by the ﬂags generated by the controller. Once ’p’ and
’v’ are obtained then numbers of columns have to be determined.
The three possible column values are p-1, p or p+1 and always the following condition shown
by the equation (5.2) should be satisﬁed.
(R ∗ C) ≥ K

(2)
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The computation of intra-row permutation pattern S(j) required modulo computation. Modulo function is computed iteratively using the Interleaved Modulo Multiplication Algorithm [9].It
is an iterative numerical algorithm based on additions, shifts, comparisons and bit retrieval. In
order to calculate the S(j) sequence, it is mandatory to perform the modulo operation. A ﬂow
diagram depicting this algorithm is shown in Figure 7.
The hardware for the computation of S (j) is shown in Figure 8. This architecture uses two
adders, a multiplier and a subtractor to compute the S (j) values. The S array is computed as
follows (3) with S (0) = 1.
S(j) = (v ∗ S(j − 1))mod(p)

(3)

Where j =1, 2... (p-2)
From the above equation it is known that, primitive root ’v’ is required to compute S(j),
which is 5 bits. So maximum of 5 iterations are needed to compute one modulo multiplication.
With this architecture every S (j) is determined and writes in a RAM of 256 x 10 bits. The size
of the RAM depends upon the value of ’p’. The number of cycles needed to calculate every S
(j) depends on v, which can take only six diﬀerent values 2, 3,5,6,7 and 19. For v = 2 and v
= 3 only one iteration is required for v = 5, v = 6 and v =7 two iterations and for v =19 four
iterations are required.
According to the 3GPP algorithm, the next step is calculation of the prime sequences q (i).
It can be noticed that the qi sequences [10] are almost the same in most cases and they only
diﬀer by one or two elements from other sequences. Based on this observation, sub groups of
q (i) sequence are placed into a ROM and then choose one according to the ’p’ value [11]. In
the proposed work, instead of ﬁnding the least prime number sequence q (i), q(i) mod (p-1)
is determined. This gives the beneﬁt of computing the RAM address recursively and avoiding
computation of modulo function. This idea is introduced by Shin and Park [12] and later used
by Wang and Li [13]. According to the equation (4) q (i) is calculated.
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q(i) = q(i)modp − 1

(4)

where i = 0,1,2,3,...p-1
The architecture used to perform q(i) is shown in Figure 9. In the proposed work, the
architecture of S (j) is used with some alterations to determine q mod (p-1). It is calculated in
such a way that the following conditions have to be satisﬁed.
g c d(q, p-1) = 1, q(i) > 6 and q(i) > q(i-1) for i = 1,2,.....R-1.
g c d is the Greatest Common Divisor. The selected prime number from the prime number
table should be 6 and g c d (q, p-1) = 1.If the above condition is satisﬁed then the value of i =
i+1, j = j+1 and the next prime number is selected. The selected prime number becomes one
of the member of q(i) and the value of ’j’ is also incremented by1.If the condition is not satisﬁed
then i=i+1,j=j.

3.2

Execution Phase Computation

After completing the pre-computation phase, the controller is set in execution phase and the
hardware is conﬁgured to perform run time computations for the generation of the interleaved
addresses.RAM address are computed using the hardware shown in Figure 6. The recursive
function used to compute the RAM address and multiply?add function to compute the ﬁnal
interleaved address are as follows:
Rama dr(i, j) = [Rama dr(i, j − 1) qmod (i)]mod(p − 1)

(5)

It can be seen that computing the RAM address using qmod (p-1) instead of q helps to avoid
the full computation of modulo multiplication. After computing the RAM Address, the ﬁnal
interleaved address is computed by the multiply?add function. The interleaved addresses are
obtained by performing the inter row T (i) and intra row Ui,j permutations in executing phase,
where T(i) is stored in a LUT while the Ui,j is stored in a RAM. With these parameters and the
using the equation (6), the interleaving addresses i_addr are ﬁnally generated.
ia ddr ((i × C) + j) = (C × T (i)) + U i, j

(6)

with i = 0,1,...,R-1; j = 0,1,...,C-1
[C×T(i)] is computed by the architecture shown in Figure 6.The result of this computation
points to the ﬁrst element of each of the ’R’ rows in the rectangular matrix, and then by adding
Ui,j with the same architecture, a displacement along every row is obtained. Ui,j is obtained by
calculating modulo operation (j × r(i)) mod (p-1).It has the same form as (v × S(j-1))mod p in
the pre-computation phase. Since the computation of S (j) and Ui,j are performed at diﬀerent
phases, the same architecture is used with some modiﬁcations. Since the same architecture is
used in both the phases, hardware complexity is reduced.

3.3

Modulo Computation

One of the important blocks in the proposed reconﬁgurable architecture is "Modulo Computation". This block plays a crucial role both in execution phase and in pre-computation phase.
Figure 10 shows the architecture of modulo computation introduced by Rizwan Asghar and
Dake [10]. The main block is depicted in Figure 10 by blue colour. It is separated and shown in
Figure 11a. In pre-computation phase, this architecture works 100% eﬃciently. But in execution
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phase, its eﬃciency is only 88%. The problem will occur when q (i) > 2(p-1)[10]. This problem
is nulliﬁed by performing subtractions like q(i) - (p-1), q(i) - 2(p-1), q(i) - 3(p-1) and q(i) - 4(p-1)
instead of q(i) - (p-1) [11]. It is illustrated in Figure 11b. In the proposed work, this structure
is further modiﬁed as shown in Figure 12.
In order to nullify the problem, always q(i) must be less than p. In the proposed work q (i)
is compared with p. After comparison the small value is assigned to q (i) and the large value is
assigned to p .Hence in the proposed work, during the execution phase also modulo computation
block works 100% eﬃciently. There are three multipliers are used.[11] to generate 2(p-1), 3(p-1)
and 4(p-1). But the proposed modiﬁed architecture does not contain any multipliers; hence
hardware complexity is reduced. This architecture performs all modulo operations required by
the 3GPP standard. With this modiﬁcation the obtained hardware architecture works properly
in both the pre-computing and executing phase.

4

Control Finite State Machine

In order to synchronize every block in the architecture, a "Controller" block generates all
control signals; its state machine diagram is shown in Figure 13.
The controller mainly works for the pre-computation phase of 3GPP. It conﬁgures diﬀerent
functions like multiply, add, compare and modulo computation hardware to ﬁnd all the vital
parameters R, C, p, v and S (j). Usually interleavers in the turbo coded system work with the
same block size ’K’ several times before changing it. When an interleaving operation is required
the pre-computation phase is performed, where S (j) is calculated and placed in RAM. Then the
execution phase starts where interleaved addresses are calculated continuously meanwhile ’K’
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does not change. The new pre-computation phase can be initiated by changing the block size
’K’.

5

Exception Handling

In the 3GPP interleaving algorithm, there are some exceptions that are reﬂected in the
architecture. The ﬁnal address is tagged valid or invalid using the comparator. This is called
pruning of the interleaver and is needed for the case when interleaver block size is not exactly
equal to R*C. For example, for K = 43 the rectangular matrix size is 5x10, and then there would
be seven invalid addresses. Because of that, a valid address cannot be generated per clock cycle.
Interleavers presented by Shin and Park [12] Wang and Li[13], [11] and Carlos Sánchez [14]
provides the interleaved addresses with valid or invalid tag. But in the proposed architecture,
if the input data stream of any size between 40 and 5114, then the interleaver rearranges it
according to the corresponding 3GPP interleaved path and provides the data stream even the
exception is present. In order to manage data streams, a data RAM is used in the proposed
design. When the proposed architecture is operated in interleaver mode, this RAM is used to
hold data input when invalid addresses are generated and waiting for a valid address in order to
write this data to DATA RAM. In deinterleaver mode, when invalid address is read from DATA
RAM, the I/O RAM ignores this data, waiting for a valid data and then output this data.

6

Performance Analysis Of Reconﬁgurable Interleaver

The RTL code for the hardware blocks is written in Verilog and downloaded it to the FPGA
Cyclone III from ALTERA. The RTL diagram of reconﬁgurable interleaver / deinterleaver is
shown in Figure 14.
The number of clock cycles spent for pre-computation through is mentioned in Table 3. These
cycles mainly depend on the value of p and v for a particular block size.
The maximum clock frequency of 69.91 MHz is shown in Figure 15.Table 4 summarizes
comparison of the performance with existing state-of-the-art interleavers. As it can be seen from
the Table 4, the proposed design occupies about 4586 out of 5136 logic elements.
It is worth mentioning that although the proposed design is bigger than others, it includes the
hardware for exceptions handling, an I/O RAM and a DATA RAM as well as extra hardware to
control them. In this way, the proposed architecture is capable of working both as an interleaver
and as a de-interleaver.In this proposed interleaver/deinterleaver latency and throughput can
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vary depending on the block size. The maximum block size is K=5114.The proposed architecture
requires 5120 clock cycles which represents a realistic insigniﬁc ant overhead.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper a fully functional 3GPP Turbo code interleaver/ deinterleaver architecture that
receives an input data stream of any size established by the 3GPP standard and delivers this
stream interleaved or deinterleaved depending on the user requirements is presented. In this
proposed design modulo computation is done by computer algorithm to calculate and took advantage of using the same hardware in pre-computation and execution phases by multiplexing
it. Novel VLSI architectures have been introduced in this design. By adding RAMs for data
handling and achieved a complete architecture that can perform interleaving/deinterleaving operations as required by the 3GPP standard for Turbo codes.One of the important parameter
is pre-computation cycle cost. If the pre-computation cycle cost is less then, the design supports fast switching among diﬀerent standards. Hence future work is to design reconﬁgurable
interleaver which is suitable for a multimode environment.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the problem of robust stabilization of neutral timedelay systems using Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller. A graphical
approach which will obtain the set of robust stabilizing PID controllers is presented.
The main point in this approach is the frequency response of the neutral system,
which can eﬀectively reduce the mathematical complexities of system modeling. It is
shown that our the proposed method is eﬀective and useful for many of real control
systems deal with time-delays and parametric uncertainties. It is illustrated by an
example at the end.
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1

Introduction

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers have become the best known controllers
since their entrance to industrial applications and are used frequently due to their simplicity
and good performance [1]. Despite their wide application, determining of all stabilizing regions
of PID controllers has been studied just only in the last decade [2]. In [3, 4], a mathematical
generalization of the Hermite–Biehler theorem to ﬁnd all stabilizing PID controllers for systems
with time–delay has been used. In [5], the entire region of PID controller has been obtained for
linear time–delay systems. In recent years, the robust stabilization of neutral time–delay systems
has received considerable attention and has been has been the focus of much research (see [6, 7]
and references within).
In this paper, a graphical PID controller design approach for control systems with neutral
time–delay is proposed which guarantees the required stabilizing margins of the closed loop
system for the uncertain system. Basic knowledge of robust control theory seems suﬃcient in
this proposed approach and the method is easy to understand. Therefore, simplicity is the main
characteristic of the approach. The results of the simulations show the eﬀectiveness of proposed
method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the problem and preliminary. In
section 3 the nominal and robust stability criterion are discussed. All diﬀerent stabilizing regions
which will ensure nominal and robust stability are determined in section 4. Simulation results
which will show the correctness of the design approach are shown for an illustrative example in
section 5. Finally, results of this paper are summarized in section 6.
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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2

Problem Statement
The most general form of PID controller is the second order system in the s-domain deﬁned

by
K(s) = kp +

ki
+ kd s.
s

(1)

In this paper, this controller is implemented for a linear neutral delayed system with the
following general transfer function form:
G(s) =

r(s)
p(s) + q(s)e−T s

(2)

where T is time–delay p(s), q(s) and r(s) are real polynomials. According to [8], the system is
of neutral type if degrees of p(s) and q(s) are the same.
PID Robustness of this type of system is the main consideration in this paper. Although
there are diﬀerent forms of model uncertainty [9], but an additive uncertainty modeling structure
which is shown in Figure 1, is chosen in this paper as this uncertainty description is closely related
to the transfer function representation of system.

Figure 1: Feedback system with additive uncertainty [9]
Here K(s) represents the PID controller deﬁned by transfer function in (1), the input signal
is R(s) and the output signal is Y (s), G△ (s) is the uncertain system, G(s) is the nominal system
without uncertainty, ωA (s) means the additive weight and is a rational transfer function in this
study and ∆A (s) is a stable transfer function so that ∀s |∆A (s)| ≤ 1.This kind of uncertainty
can be represented by following equation in frequency domain approach.
G△ (jω) = G(jω) + ωA (jω)∆A (jω),

3

|∆A (jω)| ≤ 1 ∀ω.

(3)

Stabilization of Linear Uncertain Neutral Delayed systems

In this section, we study the mathematical formulations for the nominal and robust stability
problem in details in following sub–sections.

3.1

Nominal Stability of Linear Neutral Delayed Systems

In the nominal case, based on standard unity feedback like Figure 1 (without uncertainty),
the characteristic equation in frequency domain (s = jω ), can be written as
∆(jω) = 1 + K(jω)G(jω).

(4)
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PID controller and transfer function form at (1-2) can be represented as
K(jω) = kp + j(kd ω −
G(jω) =

ki
),
ω

(5)

N ((jω))
r(jω)
=
.
D(jω)
p(jω) + q(jω)(cos(T ω) + j sin(T ω))

(6)

Let M (jω) = N (jω)D(−jω), so
G(jω) =

RM (jω) + jIM (jω)
Re(M (jω)) + jImM (jω)
=
.
2
|D(jω)|
|D(jω)|2

(7)

Therefore (4) can be written as
∆(jω) = 1 + (kp + j(kd ω −

ki RM (jω) + jIM (jω)
))(
).
ω
|D(jω)|2

(8)

The numerator becomes
ωkp RM (jω) + ki IM (jω) − kd ω 2 IM (jω) + ω|D(jω)|2 +
j(kp ωIM (jω) − ki RM (jω) + kd ω 2 RM (jω))

(9)

Now all stabilizing regions can be determined like what is shown in Figure 2 (Right). Note
that we complete the calculations here just for a constant value of kd in the (kp , ki ) plane, for
brevity. The (kp , kd ) plane for a constant value of ki is obtained similarly, but for the (ki , kd )
plane at a constant value of kp , nominal and robust stability cannot be obtained directly by (15)
and (21) in the next section. For more accuracy, based on [10], for constant value of ki and kd
stability boundaries are deﬁned in the (kp , ki ) plane and (kp , kd ) plane, respectively and then the
lines that deﬁne the boundary of stability are extracted. The illustrative example in section 5
shows the eﬀectiveness of the approach.

3.2

Robust Stability of Linear Neutral Delayed Systems

In order to analyze the stability in presence of uncertainty nominal system should be stable.
For getting robust stability in this condition, following theorem is stated from [9].
Theorem 1. Small gain theorem: If L(s) is a system with a stable loop transfer function,
then the closed-loop system is stable if
||L(jω)||∞ < 1,

∀ω,

(10)

where L(s) = K(s)G(s).
As a result from this theorem, if ||L(jω)||∞ < 1 the closed loop system is stable. Using this
theorem and uncertainty structure in Figure 1, it is usually said that if system is robustly stable,
the following constraint is met for additive uncertainty:
ωA (jω)K(jω)
1 + K(jω)G(jω)

∞

≤ γ,

∀ω.

(11)

1
(ωA (jω)K(jω)).
λ

(12)

For robust case, we can rewrite (6) as:
∆R (jω) = 1 + K(jω)G(jω) −
The rational function can be written as:
ωA (jω) = Rω (ω) + jIω (ω).

(13)

Then by continuing calculation in (9), the numerator of (12) can be simpliﬁed as
∆R (jω) = Re(∆R (jω)) + jIm(∆R (jω)).

(14)
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4

All Stabilizing PID Controller Regions
The following steps are proposed to ﬁnd the boundaries of all stabilizing PID controller.
1. Decompose the frequency form of the system without delay and uncertainty into real and
imaginary parts, and substitute them into (5)-(9) to obtain the parameters.
2. Analyze the neutral system in presence of time-delay and additive uncertainty, and do the
previous step again. (Eqs. (5)-(14) should be considered)
3. Determine the PID nominal and robust stability boundaries of the system using their
related equations in this section, respectively.
4. Finally, plot all the diﬀerent stabilizing regions.

Here based on the step 3, we’ll complete equations obtained in the previous section. For the
nominal case, by putting (10) equal to zero, we have
kp ωRM (jω) + ki IM (jω) − kd ω 2 IM (jω) + ω|D(jω)|2 = 0,
kp ωIM (jω) − ki RM (jω) + kd ω 2 RM (jω) = 0.
which results in
kp (ω)) = −

(15)

|D(jω)|2 RM (jω)
,
|M (jω)|2

and
ki (ω)) = kd ω 2 −

(16)

ω|D(jω)|2 IM (jω)
.
|M (jω)|2

(17)

Since
RM (jω) = |M (jω)| cos(θ(ω)) IM (jω) = |M (jω)| sin(θ(ω))

(18)

where θ(ω) = ∠G(jω), (16) and (17) can be simpliﬁed as
kp (ω)) = −

|D(jω)|2 cos(θ(ω))
,
|M (jω)|

and
ki (ω)) = kd ω 2 −

(19)

ω|D(jω)|2 sin(θ(ω))
.
|M (jω)|

(20)

Robust consideration yields
(

)
(
)
ω|D(ω)|2
|D(jω)|2
Rω (ω) kp + IM (jω) −
Iω (ω) ki =
λ
λ
)
(
|D(ω)|2
Iω (ω) ω 2 kd − ω|D(jω)|2 ,
IM (jω) −
λ
(
)
(
)
|D(ω)|2
D(jω)|2
ωIM (jω) − ω
Iω (ω) kp + − RM (jω) + |
Rω (ω) ki =
λ
λ
)
( D(jω)|2
Rω (ω) − RM (jω) ω 2 kd .
λ
ωRM (jω) −

which implies
kp (ω)) = −

(
|D(jω)|2 RM (jω) −
Q(jω)

(21)

)

D(jω)|2
Rω (ω)
λ

,

(22)
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and
ki (ω)) = ω 2 kd −

(
ω|D(jω)|2 IM (jω) −

)

D(jω)|2
Iω (ω)
λ

Q(jω)
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(23)

where
Q(jω) = |M (jω)|2 + |ωA (jω)|2 − 2

D(jω)|2
(RM (jω)Rω (ω) + IM (jω)Iω (ω)).
λ

(24)

which can be simpliﬁed using (18) if necessary. Using (21)–(24), the nominal stability boundary
and robust stability region are obtained in the (kp , ki ) plane. The approach is explained in the
following illustrative example.

5

Illustrative Example

In this example we consider the neutral time-delay system with following transfer function
considered in [8].
1
G(s) =
4
(s + 1) (s + 1 + se−s )
The range of the unknown time–delay is considered as T ∈ [0.5, 1.5]. So the uncertain model of
1
the system is G∆ (s) = (s+1)4 (s+1+se
−T s ) . For this system, we can write (3) as,
G∆ (s) − G(s)
≤ 1,
ωA (s)

∀ω.

(25)

Therefore, it is required to ﬁnd

where
|G∆ (jω) − G(jω)| =

|ωA (jω)| ≥ |G∆ (jω) − G(jω)|

(26)

1
1
1
−
.
4
−jωT
jω + 1) jω + 1 + jωe
jω + 1 + jωe−jωT

(27)

For determining the ωA (s), at ﬁrst we plot the additive uncertainty which is the right part of
inequality and is shown in Figure 2 and then based on approximate estimation, transfer function
form is determined. MATLAB/SISOTOOL is used to facilitate this choice. The MATLAB/cftool
can also be used by ﬁtting a good rational function. Here it is obtained as
ωA (s) =

1.6s2
.
(s + 1)4 (s + 2)

(28)

This is speciﬁed in Figure 2 (Left) which clearly covers the entire uncertainty region. Then the
all PID stabilizing regions for this system with T = 0.5 are shown in Figure 2 (Right) which is
obtained as a result of analysis done in previous sections. Figure 4 (Right side) shows the (ki , kd )
plane for kp = 0.2. The intersection of all regions inside the nominal stability boundary of the
(kp , ki ) plane is the robust stability region.
To check the correctness of stabilizing regions in Figures 6 and 7, two points from each
plane are chosen: one is selected from the robust stability region and another one is selected
from nominal region (outside this region). Then the transfer functions of PID controllers are
extracted and the constraint criterion in (11) is checked by Bode plot. For example in the (kp , ki )
plane in Figure 5 (Left), the robust chosen point is (1.02, 0.301) and another one is (2.47, 0.298).
Their related PID controllers are:
0.301
0.298
K1 (s) = 1.02 +
+ 0.3s, K2 (s) = 2.47 +
+ 0.3s
s
s
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Figure 2: Left; Uncertainty region and the additive uncertainty weight. Right; All nominal
stabilizing PID regions in the case T = 0.5.

Now it can be seen that for robust K1 (s), we have
results in

ωA (jω)K2 (jω)
1+K2 (jω)G(jω)

∞

ωA (jω)K1 (jω)
1+K1 (jω)G(jω)

∞

= 0.2476 but for K2 , it

= 1.4 > 1. It is clear that our expectation has been satisﬁed. In

Figure 5 (left side), their magnitude is shown for diﬀerent frequencies which is veriﬁed these
calculations. Repeating this procedure in MATLAB shows that any controller selected from
inside the robust stability region is capable of robust stabilization of the system.

1.6
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1
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0 −2
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Figure 3: Magnitude of two diﬀerent nominal and robust points.
Step response of the closed loop system for the entire unknown time-delay range is also
plotted in the left side of Figure 4 to show the stability and good performance of robust system.
The nominal and the robust stability region in the (kp , kd ) plane for ki = 0.5 and in the (kp , ki )
plane for kd = 0.3 are also shown in Figure 5 (right and left), respectively.
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Figure 4: Left; Closed loop step response for entire uncertainty range. Right; The stabilizing
region in the (ki , kd ) plane for kp = 0.2.
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Figure 5: The nominal and robust stability region: Left; (kp , ki ) plane for kd = 0.3. Right;
(kp , kd ) plane for ki = 0.5.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, a graphical design approach was introduced for ﬁnding all PID stabilizing
regions of uncertain neutral time-delay system. This proposed design method was based on
the frequency response of the system and it can reduce the complexities involved in system
modeling. An example for illustrating this approach was studied. The results were satisfactory
and the nominal and robust stability regions were determined.
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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks has been widely used. Energy problem is
one of the important problems inﬂuencing the complete application. Sensor nodes
use batteries as power source and have quite limit lifetime. So, eﬃciency of energy
management becomes a key requirement in wireless sensor network design. Based on
particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization, a comprehensive algorithm
with weight analysis has been proposed in the paper. In the algorithm, optimization
method would be ﬁrstly used to determine the nodes number; then, particle swarm
optimization would be used to divide the networks into some clusters; ﬁnally, ant
colony optimization is used to require the best transmission path and select the cluster
head. The simulation results show that the new algorithm has higher energy eﬃciency
and balanced energy consumption. It can extend the network lifetime.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), particle swarm optimization, ant
colony optimization, energy eﬃciency.

1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) oﬀer a new way of real-time monitor systems that can be
used in ample of real life applications, such as temperature, sound, pressure, and so on [1]- [4].
It is a wireless network and often composed of many nodes or sensors to monitor vast kinds of
conditions. Generally speaking, WSN consists of vast number of sensors which should be cheaply
enough to use in low cost. Then, there would be many limitations on the nodes, such as cheap
power sources, cheap circuit, and so on. Sensors play critical role in the collection of information,
and the power source is quite important. Usually, the sensor use battery as power source and
due to the wireless network, the battery can not be charged or replaced, so, it is quite important
to develop proper algorithms to reduce the energy consumption.
LEACH is one of the most popular clustering mechanism in WSN. Many communication
protocols based on LEACH for WSN have been developed. The main research ﬁelds are energy
eﬃciency, wireless link reliability [5], real-time capabilities [6], or quality-of-service. For the
reason of sensor nodes just can use battery without power input. So, energy eﬃciency research is
always a key issue in WSN design with high reliability. Many methods and algorithms based on
LEACH have been proposed, such as improved LEACH [7]- [10], NDEA [11], TB-LEACH [12],
LEACH-SM [13], energy balanced based routing protocol [14], V-LEACH [15], TL-LEACH and
DD-LEACH [16], LEACH-HPR [17], etc. Research of energy eﬃciency is an endless research,
and more and more methods to extend lifetime of nodes or networks would be proposed.
In this paper, a comprehensive algorithm based on particle swarm optimization and ant
colony optimization with weight analysis has been proposed. The algorithm is mainly used in
multi-hop conditions, which can not be set many base stations. In the algorithm, ﬁrstly, particle
swarm optimization would be used to divide the networks into more than one clusters; secondly,
cluster head would be elected with existing energy and distance weighted; thirdly, ant colony
optimization would be used to require the best information or data transmission path.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: LEACH algorithm would be revisited in
section 2. Comprehensive LEACH algorithm and simulation and veriﬁcation would be expressed
in section 3. Section 4 would give the conclusion.
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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2

LEACH

LEACH protocol is a kind of algorithm. In the network, the nodes work in cluster. In the
cluster, a node would be selected as the cluster head [18]- [20]. The process is organized in periodical manner, and each round would be divided into two steps: cluster building step and stable
data communication step. In the ﬁrst step, close nodes would make a cluster dynamically, and
one node would be chosen to be the cluster head, which collects, processes and send information
to a sink node. In the second step, each node in the cluster would sent message to the cluster
head, and then the head would deal with and send it. In the process, head node would collect
and fuse information and send it to sink node, so it would consume more energy than other
nodes. Leach algorithm could meet the demand that each node in one cluster would have equal
possibility to be the head node to balance the exist energy.
The election algorithm of head node in LEACH would be described as following: (1) every
node would produce a random number between 0 and 1, and if the number is less than a predeﬁned
value T (n), then it would be elected as cluster head and send declaration to other nodes, and
if the node has been the cluster node before, and the T (n) would be set to 0. It means that
the node cannot be head again. If a node has not been the head node before, the probability of
being selected is T (n). T (n) would increase with the number of being head node increases. So
the nodes, which have not been head node before, would have a bigger probability. When just
one node of not being elected as cluster head node has left, T (n) of the node would be set as 1.
That means the node would be cluster head.


T (n) = 


p
1−p(r mod (1/p)) , if (n

∈ G)
(1)

0

otherwise

Where, p means the probability of the number of cluster head in all nodes of the cluster; r is
the number of the current round, G is the nodes which have not been the head node before. After
the election of the head node, the head node would send information to other nodes. And other
nodes would join diﬀerent clusters dynamically based on the distance and some other indexes.
When all the nodes join the clusters, they would send message to the cluster head and the cluster
head would produce the time message TDMA to inform all the nodes in the clusters. Due to
keep the nodes in one cluster to join another, the head node would also send CDMA code at the
same time. Each node would send message to the head node in time-interval after they receive
the TDMA and CDMA code. When the transmission is over, cluster head would collect and
process the data and results would be sent to sink node and the round would be going into next.

3

C-LEACH
Comprehensive LEACH (C-LEACH) is aiming at low cost, lifetime extended WSN.

3.1

Main idea of C-LEACH

The ﬂowchart of C-LEACH is shown in ﬁgure 1. It includes some main steps: (1) particle
swarm optimization would be used to divide the network into more than one clusters with similar
number of nodes; (2) cluster head would elected with existing energy and distance weighted; (3)
ant colony optimization would be used to require the best information or data transmission path.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of C-LEACH

3.2

The detail steps of algorithm

Step 1: Division of the network into some clusters
(1) It is assumed that there are N nodes in the network, and would be going to split into M
clusters, this means there are N/M nodes in every cluster. Firstly, draw a splitter to make the
whole network into two domains with same nodes number, and the split line would be expressed
as:
U = (x, y, θ).(7)
Where, (x, y) is location on the splitter of nodes, θ is the angular between the splitter and
x-axle.
Deﬁne the function f itness as the following:
f itness = (c1 − f1 N )2 + (c2 − f2 N)2 .(8)
Where, ci (i = 1, 2) is the number of nodes in domain i. fi would be determined as the
following:
Mi
, i = (1, 2).(9)
fi =
M
Where, Mi is the expectation of number of cluster nodes in domain i.
Then, we would complete the ﬁrst division.
The algorithm of cluster division is composed of some steps:
(1) All nodes in the network send data (including all kinds of information) to sink node.
Sink node would split the network into many clusters after received the message and deﬁne Q
particles;
(2) Set random number to parameters of x, y, θ, and construct the split line. The whole
network would be divided into Q × 2 clusters. Due to the location of nodes in the network are
known, ci (i = 1, 2) of each node would be determined to calculate the values f itness.
(3) Compare the value of f itness with minimum f itness value in the last round, the less
one would be elected as a general extrum Pgd ; Compare the f itness value of individual node,
the least would be elected as individual extrum Pid , and update the value of x, y, θ:
Xxid = Xxid + vxid .(10)
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Xyid = Xyid + vyid .(11)
Xθid = Xθid + vθid .(12)
Where, Xxid , Xyid represent the location of particle; Xθid is the angular of the splitter;
vxid , vyid , vθid are the search speed in three dimensions, and they would be determined as following:
vxid = ωvxid + c1 × rand()(Pid − Xxid ) + c2 × rand()(Pgd − Xxid ).(13)
vyid = ωvyid + c1 × rand()(Pid − Xyid ) + c2 × rand()(Pgd − Xyid ).(14)
vθid = ωvθid + c1 × rand()(Pid − Xθid ) + c2 × rand()(Pgd − Xθid ).(15)
Where, c1 and c2 are the study factor, and c1 = c2 = 2; rand () is random number between
0 and 1; ω is the weighted factor.
(4) After the update of x, y, θ, go to step 2 to continue the research process. When the value
of f itness is 0 or equal to the maximum times of search, the process would ﬁnished. Ideally,
if the value of f itness is approximately 0, and the whole network would be divided into two
clusters with equal nodes.
(5) Use the method of above to divide the clusters, until get the demanded number of clusters.
Step 2: Search the nearest multi-hop path by ACO
In this step, ﬁrst of all is electing cluster head. High existing energy of nodes would be elected
as cluster head followed by LEACH.
This search is based on single cluster, so the path in each cluster would be diﬀerent. And
one search path has no inﬂuence to that of others. That is to say path search in each cluster
is independent. Cluster nodes send data or information to sink nodes, if need multi-hop would
adopt this algorithm to ﬁnd the nearest path.
According to the deﬁnition described before, forward neighbor nodes would be expressed as:
Nf (i) = {vj |vj ∈ V, di,j ≤ r, αi,j ≤ βi } .(16)
Each node would have a storage model to reserve the information between self and neighbor
nodes, including location, existing energy and neighbor node location and existing energy, and
so on. In order to express the pheromone, each node would have a record τij to store the density
of pheromone. Ant in the network is a data package with memory and storage capability, which
just require minimal space. The ant would have characteristics as following:
(1) The ant can remember the information of nodes it passed;
(2) The ant has capability of recording the nodes it passed with a proper order and forming
a path, the ant would return after it get to the cluster node and update the pheromone.
(3) Ant just can jump to the forward neighbor nodes;
(4) Ant can read and modify the information it locates. Ants in the network would begin with source node, and goes to the cluster head with a way of multi-hop to ﬁnd a nearest
way between source node and cluster head node. Ant locates at vi would calculate the jump
k according to the information of pheromone and existing energy of the neighbor
probability Pi,j
k represents the probability of ant k jump to forward neighbor nodes. It is calculated as
nodes.Pi,j
following:

[τi,j ]µ ·[ηi,j ]λ
∑
,v
[τi,H ]µ ·[ηi,H ]λ j

k
Pi,j


 vH ∈Nf (vf )
=



∈ Nf (vi )

(17)
0

otherwise
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Where, τi,j is value of path li,j from node vi to its neighbor node vj ; µ is a factor about
distance and pheromone and it means the eﬀect of information accumulated to the travel of
ants. Bigger the value of µ is, shorter path the ant would choose. λ is a factor of energy, which
means the eﬀect of energy in the path selection. If value of λ is bigger, the ant would choose
a higher existing energy node to jump. At ﬁrst time t0 , pheromone τi,j (t0 ) on the path li,j of
nearby nodes. It can be calculated as:
τi,j (t0 ) =

di,D
× (1 −
di,j + dj,D

d
∑ i,j
vH ∈Nf (vi )

di,H

).(18)

ηi,j is a function of energy, which can be calculated as following:
e
∑j

ηi,j =

vH ∈Nf (vi )

eH

.(19)

Where, eH is existing energy of forward neighbor node vH ∈ Nf (H) of node i.
Forward neighbor nodes set limits the jumped node. After the vj is elected to be the next
jump node of vi , next jump node of vj would be calculated according to the location of cluster
head. Following the same method, the ant would jump to the cluster head. In the searching
path, if the current sensor j has no forward neighbor nodes, it would be marked as invalid node.
The ant would return to node i, and node j with no forward neighbor node would be deleted.
Then, the ant would select the next jump node again. If all nodes in forward neighbor nodes
set are deleted, this means there is no available path between source node and cluster head.
If a source node has no available path to the cluster head, it has to transmit the information
to its nearest node outside the forward neighbor nodes set, and choose the best path with the
method described before. An ant travel from source node to cluster head and return back to
the source node with the pheromone information updated is deﬁned to be a process. All ants
ﬁnish a process, we can say a loop is completed and loop index t would plus 1. In the loop , the
pheromone density in the path lij would be adjusted according to equation as following:
τi,j (t + 1) = (1 − ρ)τi,j (t) +

m
∑

k
∆τi,j
(t).(20)

k=1


L
k
∆τi,j (t) = 


Q
k (t)

,

If ant k pass
(21)

0,

otherwise

k (t) is pheromone left on path l at loop t; Lk (t) is
Where, m is the number of ants; ∆τi,j
ij
the length of ant k moves at loop t; Q is a constant about pheromone. ρ is also a constant
which describe the volatilization of pheromone. Value of ρ is often between 0 and 1 to keep
the convergence of the algorithm. In addition of judgment, nearest path of each node would be
found.

3.3

Simulation and veriﬁcation

The simulation result of C-LEACH would compared with the result of ACO with the whole
network as a cluster and all information of each node transfer directly to sink node without to
cluster node. Same model has been used to verify the advance of two algorithms. Figure 2 shows
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the energy consumption of the two algorithm in sending 100 data packages. It is easy to see the
energy saving with C-LEACH.
Figure 3 shows the eﬃciency of node energy with diﬀerent algorithm in sending 100 data
packages. It can be seen that energy eﬃciency is higher under C-LEACH than that under ACO
algorithm.
Figure 4 shows the success rate in path search with diﬀerent algorithm. It can be seen that
success rate of less nodes in the network with C-LEACH is lower than that under ACO and when
the network with more nodes, the success rate under C-LEACH is higher. The reason may be
the division of the network, and each cluster has less nodes. We can make a decision that the
method used in network with more nodes would have a better eﬀect.

Figure 2: Node energy consumption with diﬀerent algorithm

Figure 3: Eﬃciency of node energy with diﬀerent algorithm

Figure 4: Success rate in path search with diﬀerent algorithm
Figure 5 shows the lifetime of the network with two diﬀerent algorithms. From the ﬁgure,
we can see the lifetime of network under C-LEACH is longer than that under ACO.
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Figure 5: Lifetime of network

4

Conclusion

The paper proposed a comprehensive method to save energy of WSN. It uses PSO dividing
the whole network into clusters and then ACO has been used to ﬁnd the nearest path to transfer
the data package. Results of the simulation show that, C-LEACH is an eﬀective method used in
the WSN with multi-hop conditions, especially used in vast area with more nodes. The method
can extend the lifetime of the network and increase the energy eﬃciency.
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1

Introduction

A software process describes who is doing what, how, and when [9]. One of the phases of a
software process is design. In this phase a model of a system, that will later be implemented, is
constructed [15]. This model is useful to detect ﬂaws but also for documenting and to establish
a communication channel with system’s user. Depending on the process being constructed designers can use text or mathematics or a combination of both to build models. An advantage of
using text, which is an informal technique, is that the resulting design is easy to understand and
can be rapidly constructed. Its disadvantage is that sometimes a model made using an informal
technique can lead to a misunderstanding. Formal models, which rely on mathematics, do not
have this disadvantage.
On the other hand, control systems are used in industry to assist control engineers in maintaining processes in a desired state (see [3], [25], [10]). Control algorithms are embedded in
control systems. Sometimes control systems are applied to control critical systems, whichrequire
free errors designs and because of one of the part of control systems is software, recently control
engineers are applying software processes in the building of control algorithms [18].
Proposal of the paper : Usually a design covers one view of the system being modeled. According with [7], the design views of system are: structural, procedural and behavior. While
making the design’s structural view, the designer should document constraints aﬀecting system
entities and the relations between them [7]. This documentation can be made using text or a
formal language to get a more precise speciﬁcation. In this paper, the author explains how a semi
formal modeling language and a formal language can be used to specify constraints aﬀecting the
parts of an adaptive control system as well as constraints aﬀecting the relations between them.
The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) [5], [14] and the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
will be used to specify these constraints.
Previous works: The ﬁrst step in a software process is to gather requirements system. In [17] a
requirements process for control system software is presented. This process is based mainly in
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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the Rational Uniﬁed Process (RUP).
As is recommended in Personal Software Process (PSP) [7], once the requirements are captured
by software engineers, the next step is to make a pre-design for the purpose of prediction and
planning. In [19] a proposal for the building of pre-design for control systems is presented.
Further details, not covered in the pre-design, can be speciﬁed in the design phase. PSP proposes that design can be analyzed from several perspectives. In [20] a proposal, based on PSP,
for modeling the structural view of control systems is introduced; in this view the entities of the
system, its attributes and relations among the system entities are modeled. Once the entities
of system are speciﬁed, software designer should detect entities having several states and model
them using a state machine. In [21] the authors model an adaptive control system using a state
machine.
The design views proposed in PSP are a subset of the UML diagrams, which model systems
in more detail. In [23] a survey of the application of UML to model mechatronics systems is
presented.
Once software design is made, code must be built. In [18] and in [22] the authors explain best
practices in using programming languages at the moment code for control system software is
made.
Related works: The Z language is a formal modeling language based on ﬁrst-order logic and
set theory. This modeling language has been applied to the speciﬁcation of critical systems.
In [8], this language is used to specify a control program for a radiation therapy machine.
Another application of the Z modeling language in critical systems is described in [15], where a
system that monitors the blood glucose level of diabetics and automatically injects insulin when
it is required is speciﬁed in the Z language.
The disadvantage of the Z language in comparison with OCL, which is the modeling language
used in this paper, is that OCL complements UML and it does not use mathematical symbols to
make speciﬁcations. The latter characteristic could be attractive to control engineers not familiar
with mathematical logic.
Control systems are usually modeled using diﬀerential equations and analyzed using, for example, Lyapunov stability theory. In [2] a novel approach based on Hoare logic for reasoning
about control systems is presented.
In [12] the authors present intent-speciﬁcations model for a robotic software control system. According to the authors, an intent-speciﬁcation is composed of seven levels that as a whole model
the entire software control system. Each level models the system from a diﬀerent perspective
and, in particular, in level 4 a design representation of the system is included.
The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) has also been used to model software for control systems.
In [24] the authors propose a methodology for generating code for Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) from UML diagrams. The application of UML for process control was evaluated
from a usability and cognitive science point of view. The authors performed an experiment to
evaluate the acceptation of UML for control engineers.
Some researchers are studying mapping between traditional tools used by control engineers for
software modeling and UML. For example, in [16] the author analyzed mapping between function blocks, which are deﬁned by the International Electro-technical Commission as the basic
construct for distributed control applications and UML. When compared with UML, function
blocks do not consider all the beneﬁts of object oriented theory. Another paper including functional blocks and UML is [13]; in that paper the authors apply UML activity diagrams to model
function blocks.
Theorem provers have also been used to specify and verify the correctness of control software.
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For example, in [6] the authors apply the interactive theorem prover PVS to model the Light
Control System, which is a benchmark in formal methods.
Outline of the paper : In this section, the motivation of this work has been explained. Section 2 contains a brief description of an adaptive control system. Section 3 describes the tools
used in this paper to specify the constraints of an adaptive control system. In section 4 the
adaptive control system design is included. The last section contains concluding remarks.

2

Adaptive Control Systems

Fig. 1 shows the conﬁguration of an indirect adaptive control system. In this kind of adaptive
control, a model of the process (Gp(z −1 )) is obtained based on a set of input-output measurements (u(k), y(k)) and then the controller (Gc(z −1 )) is designed using this model [10]. The
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Figure 1: Block diagram for an Adaptive Control System

parameter adaptation algorithm (PAA) block is the responsible for obtaining the parameter vector of the process (see θ̂P AA (k)) in ﬁg. 1). The controller design block speciﬁes the parameters of
the controller (θ̂CD (k)) based on the model obtained by the PAA and on the desired performance
speciﬁed by the system operator.
An adaptive control system must control a process in spite of disturbances d1 (k), d2 (k), noise
n(k) and the parametric variations of the process. The supervisor block is in charge of detecting
any event that may provoke a decreasing in the performance of system; in these cases the supervisor will turn oﬀ the controller Gc
In ﬁg. 1, yref (k) is the reference, e(k) is the control error, u(k) is the manipulated variable and
k is the k th sampling time.

3

UML & OCL: tools to model software systems

UML is a modeling language, based on object oriented theory, developed by the three amigos
with the aim of modeling complex software [14]. Every of the UML diagrams models a diﬀerent
view of a system; for example class diagrams specify system entities and the relations between
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Figure 2: Class diagram for an Adaptive Control System

them. UML has acquired a good acceptation in the software community, though sometimes
models created in UML lead to miscommunication.
In these cases it is recommended to complement UML models with an OCL speciﬁcation, which is
a formal modeling language based on logic and set theory. One of the advantages of OCL is that it
does not use mathematical symbols to build models; instead it uses a textual representation. For
designers without strong background in logic, this characteristic of OCL may result attractive.

4

UML/OCL speciﬁcation for an Adaptive Control System

In this section the Adaptive Control System metamodel is presented. First of all, a graphical
model is described using UML and as will be shown this model contains weak constraints on
the elements composing an Adaptive Control System. With the introduction of the UML model
the disadvantages of only using graphical models to specify an Adaptive Control System are
demonstrated.
A model complementing the graphical model is then constructed using OCL. As the reader will
see the weak constraints established in the UML model will be strengthened by using OCL.

4.1

UML speciﬁcation

Fig. 2 contains a UML class diagram for the ACS of ﬁg. 1. For simplicity, this diagram does
not contain all of the details of an ACS; for example, the supervision block and the controller
design block are not considered in this diagram. Fig. 3 and 4 contain the USE speciﬁcation of
the class diagram of ﬁg. 2.
As the reader may notice a composition relation between classes Gp (process model), Gc (controller) and PAA (Parameter Adaptation Algorithm) was speciﬁed (see the composition ACS in
the class diagram of ﬁg. 2 and its deﬁnition in the USE speciﬁcation of ﬁg. 4).
Also, an association class between classes Gp and Gc was deﬁned. As can be seen in the USE
speciﬁcation of ﬁg. 4, this class was deﬁned as an association class because it deﬁnes attributes
that do not belong to a particular class; for example Ts (time sampling) is associated to the
entire system and not to a particular class.
A reﬂexive relation, named cascade, was deﬁned in the class Gc . Master and slave roles of this
relation are speciﬁed in ﬁg. 4.
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model AdaptiveControlSystem
enum ExternalAgent {d1, d2, n}
enum PAA_State {on, oﬀ}
enum PAA_Fault {poorExcitation, perturbation, lowM}
enum Tuning {quarterDecayRatio, stepResponse,
IAE, ITAE, other}
abstract class Gc
attributes
id : Integer
isInAutomatic: Boolean
R: Sequence(Real)
S: Sequence(Real)
T: Sequence(Real)
tuningType: Tuning
indicator : String
constraints
inv updateDisplay:
isInAutomatic implies indicator = ’automatic’
inv ValidId:
id >= 1
end
class PAA
attributes
theta: Set(Real)
phi: Set(Real)
lambda: Real
state : PAA_State
faults : Set(PAA_Fault)
operations
updateGp( B: Sequence(Real), A: Sequence(Real) )
constraints
inv:
if faults −>notEmpty then state = #oﬀ
else state = #on
endif
end

class PID < Gc
attributes
tao_d: Real
tao_i: Real
Kc: Real
operations
assignGp(gp: Gp)
end
abstract class Gp
attributes
B: Sequence(Real)
A: Sequence(Real)
d: Integer
na: Integer
nb: Integer
np: NyquistPlot
operations
isMonicHurwitzPolynomial (): Boolean
constraints
inv sructure3:
d>0 and na>0 and nb>0
inv structure :
na >= nb
inv structure2:
A−>size() = na and B−>size() = nb
end
class FOP < Gp
attributes
K: Real
theta: Real
tao: Real
operations
initGpFOP()
fromContinousToDiscrete()
constraints
inv structure :
nb = 1 and na = 2
end
class SOP < Gp
constraints
inv structure :
nb = 2 and na = 3
end

Figure 3: USE speciﬁcation for an Adaptive Control System (part I)
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class Process
attributes
identiﬁedGp : Gp
aﬀected : Set(ExternalAgent)
end
class Frequency
attributes
value: Real
end
associationclass GpGc between
Gp [1] role model2;
Gc [1] role controller ;
attributes
Ts: Integer
aﬀectedBy: Set(ExternalAgent)
faultHistory : Bag(ExternalAgent)
gainMargin: Real
phaseMargin: Real
modulusMargin: Real
delayMargin: Real
operations
registerAFault( f : ExternalAgent)
end
association tune between
PAA [1] role tunner;
Gc [1] role controller2 ;
end
association corresponds between
Frequency [1]
ComplexNumber [1]
end

class ComplexNumber
end
class CriticalPoint < ComplexNumber
end
class NyquistPlot
attributes
w: Sequence(Frequency)
c: Set(ComplexNumber)
end
association cascade between
Gc [0..1] role master;
Gc [0..1] role slave ;
end
association validZone between
Process [1] role plant;
Gp [1..∗] role Model;
end
association identiﬁes between
PAA [1] role identiﬁer ;
Process [1] role process;
end
composition ACP between
PAA [1]
Gp [1]
Gc [1]
end

Figure 4: USE speciﬁcation for an Adaptive Control System (part II)
The model deﬁned in ﬁg. 2, 3 and 4 contain some ﬂaws; for example this model allows that
a controller Gc1 plays at the same time master and slave role in the cascade association.
Another design ﬂaw occurs between classes Gc and Gp as is explained as follows. PID controllers
have demonstrated to have a good performance when the process being controlled can be modeled as a ﬁrst or second order process (see [11]), however the class diagram of ﬁg. 2 allows that
any kind of process may participate in the relation between Gc and Gp .
These design ﬂaws justify the addition of OCL constraints to the ACS class diagram model shown
in ﬁg. 2 and deﬁned in ﬁg. 3 and 4.

4.2

OCL speciﬁcation

In this section, invariants on the class diagram deﬁned in ﬁg. 2 are deﬁned. Some invariants
aﬀect more than two elements of the class diagram. Invariants are explained in the same order
they appear in ﬁg. 5 and 6.
Fig. 5 deﬁnes three constraints on the class controller, Gc . Invariant onlyOneRole assures
that a controller Gc1 cannot be at the same time, both a master controller and a slave controller.
Invariant diﬀerentIDs constraints that in a cascade relation the controller playing the master
role has a diﬀerent id that the controller playing the slave role.
The last invariant of the class Gc speciﬁes that if the type of controller is a PID controller, then
an appropriate tuning type must be selected (quarterDecayRatio, stepResponse, IAE or ITAE
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context Gc
inv onlyOneRole:
master−>notEmpty implies slave−>isEmpty
inv diﬀerentIDs :
(master−>notEmpty implies self.id <> master.id) and (slave−>notEmpty implies self.id <> slave.id)
inv validGp:
self .oclIsTypeOf( PID ) implies
tuningType <> #other and (model2.oclIsTypeOf( FOP ) or model2.oclIsTypeOf( SOP ))
and model2.oclIsTypeOf( FOP ) implies model2.oclAsType( FOP ).theta < gpGc.Ts
context PID::assignGp( gp: Gp )
pre: FOP.allInstances−>union( SOP.allInstances )−>includes( gp )
post: model2.plant.identiﬁedGp = gp
context NyquistPlot
inv orderedFreq1:
let integers = Sequence{1 .. w−>size()} in
integers −>forAll(e1, e2: Integer | w−>at(e2).value > w−>at(e1).value implies e2 > e1)
inv orderedFreq2: −− another way to specify invariant orderedFreq1
w−>forAll(f1, f2: Frequency | w−>indexOf(f2) > w−>indexOf(f1) implies f2.value > f1.value)
inv stability :
w−>forAll(f: Frequency | CriticalPoint.allInstances−>excludes(f.complexNumber))
inv completeness:
w−>forAll(f: Frequency | ComplexNumber.allInstances−>exists(cn | f.complexNumber=(cn)))

Figure 5: USE constraints for an Adaptive Control System (part I)

among others, see the enumeration Tuning deﬁned in ﬁg. 3). Besides this, the process being
controlled should be modeled as a ﬁrst order process or as a second order process. If the process
is a ﬁrst order process then the dead time, θ, should be smaller than Ts .
A method to assign a process model to a PID controller is deﬁned in ﬁg. 5. This method
forces that the model, Gp , should be either a ﬁrst order process or a second order process.
Four invariants are deﬁned on the class NyquistPlot. Invariants orderedFreq1 and orderedFreq2
declares that the frequencies speciﬁed in a Nyquist plot should be ordered from low to high.
Invariant stability deﬁnes that a Nyquist plot should not contain the critical point.
The last invariant of class NyquistPlot speciﬁes that every frequency in a Nyquist plot has a
complex number assigned to it.
Fig. 6 declares a method of the class Gp , which constraints that the polynomial A of Gp should
be monic; in other words the leading coeﬃcient should be 1.
The method updateGp deﬁned on the class PAA, updates the model Gp as long as the model
identiﬁed by the PAA is inside the valid zone of the process being controlled and there is not
fault aﬀecting the entire system.
Invariant stabilityCriteria deﬁnes the standard values to get a robust controller recommended
in [3]. Method registerAFault deﬁned on the association class GpGc updates the logging of system faults.
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context Gp :: isMonicHurwitzPolynomial(): Boolean
pre: A−>ﬁrst() = 1.0
post: result = true
context PAA::updateGp( B: Sequence(Real), A: Sequence(Real) )
pre: state = #on
pre: process.Model−>exists(gp: Gp | gp.A = A and gp.B = B)
pre: Set{faults, process.Model.gpGc.aﬀectedBy}−>isEmpty
post: process.identiﬁedGp .A = A and process.identiﬁedGp.B = B
context GpGc
inv stabilityCriteria :
gainMargin >= 6 and modulusMargin >= −6
and Sequence{ 30, 31 .. 59, 60 }−>includes(phaseMargin) and delayMargin = 0.1∗Ts
context GpGc::registerAFault(f : ExternalAgent)
post: faultHistory = faultHistory@pre−>including(f)
context Process
inv not_a_PID:
let ip = identiﬁedGp in let fop = ip.oclAsType( FOP ) in
ip .oclIsTypeOf( FOP ) and (fop.theta > fop.tao∗0.25 and fop.theta < ip.gpGc.Ts) implies
PID.allInstances−>excludes( ip.controller )

Figure 6: USE constraints for an Adaptive Control System (part II)
The last invariant of ﬁg. 6 constrains the class Process. If the process is modeled as a ﬁrst
order process then θ should be less than 0.25τ (τ is the constant time of a ﬁrst order process)
and less than Ts .

5

Conclusions

In this paper an informal modeling language (UML) and a formal modeling language (OCL)
have been applied to model an adaptive control system. UML was used to specify weak constraints whereas OCL was applied to strength the model made in UML.
The author of this paper believes that the model included in this work, will be useful for control
engineers that want to have a better understanding of how to apply UML and OCL in the modeling of control systems.
A simple example (an Adaptive Control System) was used in this paper to illustrate how control
system software can be speciﬁed using an informal notation (UML) together with a formal modeling language (OCL). The technique proposed in this paper should be used to model software
for complex control systems, e.g. nuclear plants, robots, planes among others.
The future lines of research based on this paper are:
• Due to the fact that UML is a general purpose modeling language, in some cases a more
specialized language gives a more precise speciﬁcation than that obtained using UML. This
drawback of UML has been studied and analyzed by the UML community and to overcome
this problem UML extension mechanisms have been proposed; one of these are proﬁles. A
proﬁle based on UML and OCL will be studied in future papers.
• There are some tools to prove if some constraints are fulﬁlled by one speciﬁcation (see for
example [1] and [4], among others). Building one tool with this characteristic would be
useful to check the models created by the technique proposed in this paper.
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• Every modeling technique speciﬁes a system from a particular perspective. In this paper,
a UML class diagram was used to model the entities composing a control system along
with the constraints among them; strong constraints were speciﬁed using OCL. Other
perspectives not considered in this paper could model the interaction between the entities
composing the system and the interaction between the user of a system and the system
itself. A study of other models complementing the perspectives of control system software
will be made in a future research.
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Abstract: A membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithm (MIEA) is a successful instance of a model linking membrane computing and evolutionary algorithms. This
paper proposes the analysis of dynamic behaviors of MIEAs by introducing a set of
population diversity and convergence measures. This is the ﬁrst attempt to obtain
additional insights into the search capabilities of MIEAs. The analysis is performed
on the MIEA, QEPS (a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm based on membrane
computing), and its counterpart algorithm, QIEA (a quantum-inspired evolutionary
algorithm), using a comparative approach in an experimental context to better understand their characteristics and performances. Also the relationship between these
measures and ﬁtness is analyzed by presenting a tendency correlation coeﬃcient to
evaluate the importance of various population and convergence measures, which is
beneﬁcial to further improvements of MIEAs. Results show that QEPS can achieve
better balance between convergence and diversity than QIEA, which indicates QEPS
has a stronger capacity of balancing exploration and exploitation than QIEA in order
to prevent premature convergence that might occur. Experiments utilizing knapsack
problems support the above made statement.
Keywords: Membrane computing, membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithm, dynamic behavior, quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm; knapsack problem.

1

Introduction

Membrane computing, initiated by Păun in 1998 [1], focuses on the investigation of the
models, called membrane systems or P systems, abstracted from the structure and the functioning
of the living cell as well as from the cooperation of cells in tissues, organs, and other populations
of cells. Thompson Institute for Scientiﬁc Information, ISI, listed the seminal paper as a fast
breaking record and this area as an emerging research front in computer science in 2003, and
thereby membrane computing becomes a branch of natural computing and has developed very
fast into a vigorous scientiﬁc discipline [2–6].
Aiming at investigating the interactions between membrane computing and evolutionary
computation, membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithms (MIEAs) are considered as a class of
hybrid optimization algorithms, which use the concepts and principles of meta-heuristic search
methodologies and the hierarchical or network structures of P systems, and to some extent, some
of the rules of P systems [7,8]. A MIEA is regarded as a successful paradigm extending P system
models with capabilities that make them amenable to real-world applications [9]. Due to a very
wide range of applications of meta-heuristic search methodologies, such as genetic algorithms
and tabu search, there is a very promising perspective of applying P systems to solve various
complex and diﬃcult engineering problems.
Copyright © 2006-2014 by CCC Publications
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In recent years, many investigations referred to MIEAs. The ﬁrst version of membrane algorithms was designed with a nested membrane structure (NMS) and a local search heuristic for
solving travelling salesman problems, which are well-known NP-hard optimization problems [10].
An approach combining NMS and genetic algorithms was presented and tested by using six
benchmark functions [11]. In the preceding work, we proposed a MIEA, called a quantuminspired evolutionary algorithm based on P systems (QEPS), which incorporates a one-level
membrane structure (OLMS) and a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QIEA) [12]. A
well-known NP-complete optimization problem, knapsack problem, was used to carry out extensive experiments, which show that QEPS achieves better solutions than its counterpart QIEA
and OLMS has an advantage over NMS. In [7, 13–15], QEPS and its modiﬁed versions were
presented to solve various problems, such as radar emitter signal analysis and image processing.
In [16] and [17], DNA sequences design was optimized by designing a MIEA based on crossover
and mutation rules and a dynamic MIEA combining the fusion and division rules of P systems
with active membranes and search strategies of diﬀerential evolution (DE) and particle swarm
optimization (PSO), respectively. In [18], a memory mechanism was considered in the design
of MIEAs. In [19], a hybrid MIEA was presented by combining OLMS with PSO to solve constrained optimization problems. In [8], a MIEA was proposed by using the network membrane
structure of a tissue P system with ﬁve cells to organize ﬁve representative DE variants.
However, since MIEAs were initiated in 2004, a question has been asked many times by
researchers from the areas of membrane computing and evolutionary computation. The question
refers to the role played by P systems in MIEAs, that is, what advantages do P systems bring
to MIEAs? This is also a critical and tough question that has been haunting many researchers
in the ﬁeld of membrane computing. So the motivation of this work is to try to some extent to
ﬁnd an appropriate answer for this question.
In this study, we propose the analysis of the dynamic characteristics of MIEAs by using a
set of population diversity and convergence measures to comparatively investigate the evolving
processes of QEPS and its counterpart algorithm, QIEA. Due to the diﬃculty in theoretically
reasoning about MIEAs, we mainly focus on the experimental analysis. Also we present a
tendency correlation coeﬃcient to analyze the relationship between the population diversity and
convergence measures and ﬁtness to understand the importance of each measure and to provide
suggestions on how to improve the performance of MIEAs with respect to population diversity
and convergence. Furthermore, experiments conducted on knapsack problems are presented.
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of QIEA and
QEPS, which is helpful to understand the dynamic behavior analysis of MIEAs expounded in
Section 3. Speciﬁc examples follow in Section 4 to verify the analysis presented in the preceding
section. Section 5 concludes this work.

2
2.1

QIEA and QEPS
QIEA

Inspired by quantum computing, Han and Kim [20] proposed a novel evolutionary algorithm,
called QIEA, for a classical computer. QIEA consists of three main components: quantuminspired bit (Q-bit) representation, a probabilistic observation and a quantum-inspired gate (Qgate) [21]. In QIEA, a genotypic gene is represented by using a Q-bit deﬁned by a pair of numbers
(α, β) denoted as [α β]T , where |α|2 and |β|2 are probabilities that the observation of the Q-bit
will render a ‘0’ or ‘1’ state. A string of Q-bits is applied to represent a Q-bit individual. The
connection between genotypic representation (Q-bit representation) and phenotypic individuals
(binary solutions) is established by the probabilistic observation. The Q-gate is used to produce
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oﬀspring. Generally speaking, QIEA is composed of the following steps:
(i) Initialization: a population Q(t) with n Q-bit individuals is generated, Q(t)={q1t , q2t , · · · ,
qnt } at generation t (here t = 0), where qit (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is an arbitrary individual in
Q(t), which is represented as
[
]
t |αt | · · · |αt
αi1
i2
il
t
qi =
,
(1)
t |β t | · · · |β t
βi1
i2
il
where l is the number of Q-bits, i.e., the string length of the Q-bit individual.
(ii) Observation: a probabilistic observation is used to produce binary solutions P (t), P (t)={xt1 ,
xt2 , · · · , xtn }, by observing the states of Q(t), to be speciﬁc, a binary bit 0 or 1 is obtained
t |2 or |β t |2 of q t , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, j = 1, 2, · · · , l. Thus
in terms of the probability, either |αij
ij
i
a Q-bit individual with l Q-bits results in a binary solution xti (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) with l
binary bits.
(iii) Evaluation: the binary solution xti (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) in P (t) is evaluated thus obtaining its
ﬁtness. Additionally the best solution among P (t) is stored.
(iv) Oﬀspring generation: Q-gates are performed on Q-bit individuals in Q(t) to produce their
corresponding individuals at the next generation. For example, the j-th Q-bit in the i-th
Q-bit individual qit , j = 1, 2, · · · , l, i = 1, 2, · · · , n is updated by applying the current
Q-gate Gtij (θ). QIEA uses a quantum rotation gate as a Q-gate; this is given by
[
]
t
t
cos θij
− sin θij
t
Gij (θ) =
,
(2)
t
t
sin θij
cos θij
t is an adjustable Q-gate rotation angle.
where θij

(v) Termination condition: the maximal number of evolutionary generations or the maximal
number of function evaluations could be utilized to stop the algorithm. If the termination
condition is satisﬁed, the algorithm will stop and output the ﬁnal results, otherwise, the
generation number increases by 1, i.e., t = t + 1, and the algorithm goes back to Step (ii).

2.2

QEPS

In the process of investigating the interactions between P systems and evolutionary algorithms, we presented a MIEA, QEPS [12], which was designed with the hierarchical framework
of a cell-like P system, the objects consisting of Q-bits and classical bits, the rules made up of
Q-gate evolutionary rules in QIEA and evolution rules in P systems. QEPS uses OLMS, where
the skin membrane contains m elementary membranes deﬁning m regions. Q-bits, organized as
a Q-bit individual in a proper way, are treated as multisets of objects. Classical bits, obtained
from their corresponding Q-bits by using a probabilistic observation, are arranged as a binary
string and are dealt with also as multisets of objects. In QEPS, a binary string corresponds to a
solution of a problem. The set of rules are responsible for evolving the system and selecting the
best ﬁt Q-bit individuals. All the objects and rules are appropriately placed in the membrane
structure.
More precisely the P system-like framework consists of
(i) a membrane structure [[ ]1 , [ ]2 , · · · , [ ]m ]0 with m+1 regions contained in the skin membrane,
denoted by 0;
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(ii) an alphabet that consists of all possible Q-bits and classical bits;
(iii) a set of terminal symbols, T = {0, 1};
(iv) initial multisets w0 = λ,
w1 = q1 q2 · · · qn1 ,
w2 = qn1 +1 qn1 +2 · · · qn2 ,
···
wm = qn(m−1) +1 qn(m−1) +2 · · · qnm ,
where
qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a Q-bit individual; nj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is the number of individuals in
∑m
wj ; j=1 nj = n, where n is the total number of individuals in this computation;
(v) rules which are classiﬁed as
a evolution rules in each of the compartments 1 to m which are transformation-like rules
updating a Q-bit individual according to the current Q-gate;
b observation rules which make binary solutions from Q-bit individuals;
c communication rules which send the best ﬁt individual binary representation from
each of the m elementary membranes into the skin membrane and then the overall
best binary representation from the skin membrane to each elementary membrane.

3

Dynamic Behavior Analysis

This section analyzes the dynamic behaviors of MIEAs in the process of evolution from
two perspectives, the population diversity and convergence. Six diversity and four convergence
measures are introduced to comparatively exhibit the evolutionary behaviors of QEPS and QIEA.
We start from population diversity analysis and then turn to convergence analysis. Finally, a
tendency correlation coeﬃcient is proposed to evaluate the relationship between diversity and
convergence measures and the quality of solutions.

3.1

Population Diversity Analysis

Population diversity is crucial for a population-based search method to prevent premature
convergence toward local optima. Diversity measures are used to evaluate the levels and types
of varieties of individuals in a population [22]. In this subsection, six diversity measures are
considered for QEPS and QIEA, and they are respectively
(1) Dqbw : Q-bit distance between the best and worst Q-bit individuals corresponding to the
best and worst ﬁtness values in a population, respectively. Dqbw is described as
1 ∑
=
|abj |2 − |awj |2
m
m

Dqbw

(3)

j=1

where |abj |2 and |awj |2 are probabilities of the j-th Q-bit in the best and worst Q-bit
individuals, respectively; m is the number of Q-bits in a Q-bit individual. 0 ≤ Dqbw ≤ 1.
A larger value of Dqbw gives a hint of larger distance between the best and worst Q-bit
individuals.
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(2) Dqa : average Q-bit distance of all Q-bit individuals in a population. Dqa is deﬁned as
{
}
n ∑
n
m
∑
1 ∑
2
2
2
|αik | − |αjk |
(4)
Dqa =
n(n − 1)
m
i=1 j=i+1

k=1

where |aik |2 and |ajk |2 are probabilities of the k-th Q-bit in the i-th and j-th Q-bit individuals, respectively; m is the number of Q-bits in a Q-bit individual; n is the number of
individuals in a population. Dqa is the average value of the Q-bit distance between n(n−1)
pairs of Q-bit individuals. 0 ≤ Dqa ≤ 1 . A larger value of Dqa suggests a larger distance
between each pair of Q-bit individuals in a population.
The two diversity measures above are obtained in Q-bit space, so they can be regarded as
genotypic diversity measures for QEPS and QIEA. In what follows we will introduce four
phenotypic diversity measures: Hamming distance between the best and worst binary individuals (Dhbw ) in a population, mean Hamming distance of all binary individuals (Dhm ) in
a population, and two diversity measures based on dispersion statistical measures including
the diversity between chromosomes (Dbc ) and the diversity between the alleles (Dba ) [22].
(3) Dhbw and Dhm are depicted as
1 ∑
(xbi ⊕ xwi )
=
m
m

Dhbw

(5)

i=1

Dhm

{

n
n ∑
∑
2
=
n(n − 1)

i=1 j=i+1

}
m
1 ∑
(xik ⊕ xjk )
m

(6)

k=1

where xbi and xwi are the i-th bits in the best and worst binary solutions, respectively; m
is the number of bits in a binary solution; n is the number of individuals in a population;
the symbol ⊕ is exclusive OR operator; xik and xjk are the k-th bits in the i-th and j-th
binary solutions, respectively. Dhbw and Dhm vary between 0 and m. Larger values of
Dhbw and Dhm indicate more varieties between the best and worst binary individuals, and
each pair of binary individuals in a population, respectively.
(4) Dbc and Dba are deﬁned as
Dbc =

Dba

1
n−1

1
=
L−1

(∑

2
i Si

L
(∑
j

Sj2

n

−

S2
L∗n

)

S2
−
L∗n

(7)
)
(8)

where n is the population size; L is the length of a chromosome; S is the sum of genes ‘1’;
Si and Sj are the sum over a row i and the sum over a column j, respectively. Dbc and
Dba have the following properties [23]:
(i) If the population is homogeneous in either 0 or 1, Dbc and Dba equals zero;
(ii) When all the chromosomes in the population are identical, Dbc is zero and Dba holds
a constant value that is dependent on how many genes ‘1’ are in a chromosome.
In what follows we use knapsack problems, which are described in Section 4.1, to show the
changes of the six population diversities in the evolution. Figures 1–6 illustrate comparisons of
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QEPS and QIEA for three knapsack problems with 400, 600 and 800 items. Each subﬁgure in
Figs.1–6 provides results of 30 independent random runs (green solid lines for QEPS and cyan
solid lines for QIEA) and the mean values over 30 runs (black bold solid lines for QEPS and black
bold dash-dot lines for QIEA). The values of Dqbw , Dqa , Dhbw , Dhm , Dbc and Dba in Figs.1–6 are
obtained by setting population size to 20 and the maximal number 20000 of function evaluations
(NoFE) as the stopping condition.
From the results, shown in Figs.1–6, about the comparisons of population diversity between
QEPS and QIEA, we can draw the following conclusions:
(i) The three subﬁgures, which correspond to the respective knapsack problems with 400, 600
and 800 items, in each of Figs.1–6, show respectively consistent trends for QEPS and QIEA,
which indicates the reasonableness of the six diversity measures to a certain degree.
(ii) Figures 1–2 show that QEPS can maintain better population diversity than QIEA in Q-bit
space. The two algorithms have approximate values, of about 0.4, for Dhbw and Dhm in
the initial states. As NoFE mounts up, the values of Dhbw and Dhm of Q-bit individuals
in QEPS decrease gradually to around 0.5 at NoFE 20000, whereas the values in QIEA
rapidly fall below 0.5 at NoFE 3000 and approximate 0 at NoFE 20000.
(iii) The Hamming distance Dhbw between the best and worst binary individuals and the mean
Hamming distance Dhm of all binary individuals in Figs.3–4 show a clear picture of QEPS
having a greater potential to preserve the population diversity than QIEA. More speciﬁcally,
QEPS and QIEA have almost the same initial values and decreasing values for changes
of Dhbw and Dhm with respect to NoFE, but QEPS maintains a much higher level of
population diversity than QIEA throughout the evolutionary process. The six subﬁgures in
Figs.3–4 also demonstrate that QIEA loses population diversity too fast and very quickly
goes down to a small value close to 0 when NoFE reaches values around 10000, which
implies that the individuals in QIEA become nearly identical and therefore lose exploration
capability. When NoFE increases to 20000, QEPS still has one-fourth of initial values of
Dhbw and Dhm .
(iv) Dbc and Dba , two diversity measures based on dispersion statistical measures in Figs.5–
6, also clearly illustrate that QEPS has better population diversity than QIEA through
the whole process. Dbc values of QIEA rapidly fall down to 0 and Dba values of QIEA
rapidly rise to and stay at a higher steady level, while QEPS maintains more varieties in
the population, even when the algorithm stops at values of NoFE close to 20000.
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Figure 1: Dqbw of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.
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Figure 2: Dqa of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.
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Figure 3: Dhbw of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.
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Figure 4: Dhm of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.
The loss of population diversity means that the algorithm will fail to further explore the
solution space. In the following description, we will go further to analyze the convergence performance of membrane algorithms.

3.2

Convergence Analysis

Convergence is very important for a meta-heuristic search method as it shows the speed of
the method in ﬁnding a satisfactory solution to an optimization problem. In this subsection, the
convergence behavior of MIEAs is observed by presenting four measures: best Q-bit individual
convergence (Cqb ), average Q-bit individual convergence (Cqa ), the best ﬁtness convergence (Cf b )
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Figure 5: Dbc of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.
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Figure 6: Dba of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.
and the average ﬁtness convergence (Cf a ).
Both QEPS and QIEA use Q-bit individuals to construct a population. Thus we can apply the
best Q-bit individual convergence and the average Q-bit individual convergence in a population
to observe how much Q-bits approach 0 or 1 in the searching process. Their deﬁnitions are as
follows.
(i) The best Q-bit individual convergence is described as
{
}
1 ∑
=
max |αbj |2 , |βbj |2
m
m

Cqb

(9)

j=1

where [αbj βbj ]T is the j-th Q-bit in the best Q-bit individual corresponding to the best
ﬁtness in a population; m is the number of Q-bits in a Q-bit individual. 0.5 ≤ Cqb ≤ 1.
(ii) The average Q-bit individual convergence is depicted as


n
m
{
}
1 ∑ 1 ∑
Cqa =
max |αij |2 , |βij |2
m

n
i=1

(10)

j=1

where [αij βij ]T is the j-th Q-bit in the i-th Q-bit individual in the population with n
individuals; m is the number of Q-bits in a Q-bit individual. 0.5 ≤ Cqa ≤ 1.
Cqb and Cqa , calculated in the Q-bit space, can be regarded as genotypic convergence
measures. Cqb and Cqa have not a direct relationship to the quality of solutions. Therefore
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we employ the other two convergence measures, the best ﬁtness and the average ﬁtness, to
observe the convergence rates of solutions.
(iii) The description of Cf b and Cf a is given as follows
n

Cf b = max fi (x)
i=1

1∑
fi (x)
n

(11)

n

Cf a =

(12)

i=1

where fi (x) is the ﬁtness of the i-th individual. Equation 11 is listed based on a maximum
optimization. For a minimum problem, Cf b is to ﬁnd the minimal ﬁtness among n solutions.
We still apply the three knapsack problems with 400, 600 and 800 items to observe the
convergence performances of QEPS and QIEA. The population size, NoFE and independent
runs are assigned as 20, 20000 and 30, respectively. The changes of Cqb , Cqa , Cf b and Cf a are
shown in Figs.7–10, where each subﬁgure provides the results of 30 independently random runs
(green solid lines for QEPS and cyan solid lines for QIEA) and the mean values over 30 runs
(black bold solid lines for QEPS and black bold dash-dot lines for QIEA). The comparisons
between QEPS and QIEA, shown in Figs.7–10, give us the following hints.
(i) The three subﬁgures corresponding to the respective knapsack problems with 400, 600 and
800 items, in each of Figs.7–10, show respectively similar changes for QEPS and QIEA.
(ii) It can be seen from the results shown in Figs.7–8 that Cqb and Cqa have similar tendencies,
to be speciﬁc, QIEA converges much faster in Q-bit space than QEPS and quickly arrives at
the maximal value 1, which implies that no further improvement of solutions in QIEA can be
gained at the second half of evolutionary processes. The drastic convergence easily makes
QIEA trapped in local extrema and consequently a premature end of the evolutionary
process appears. On the contrary, Cqb and Cqa of QEPS go up much slower than those
corresponding to QIEA with respect to NoFE and ﬁnally mount up to around 0.9 for values
of NoFE in the region of 20000, which suggests that the solutions can be further improved
if more NoFE is provided.
(iii) In Figs.9–10, QIEA has faster increases of Cf b and Cf a than QEPS and then stays at a
relatively ﬂat level after a certain NoFE, while QEPS goes through a slower start than
QIEA and then rapidly goes beyond QIEA and keeps an ascending trend. Thus QEPS
obtains better solutions than QIEA. The observations in Figs.9–10 can also be derived from
the results in Figs.7–8. Additionally, it is worth noting, according to the six subﬁgures of
Figs.9–10, that QEPS has better performance than QIEA in terms of the consistency of the
results obtained for 30 independent runs when mean values are considered. This suggests
that QEPS has better robustness properties than QIEA.
The convergence and population diversity are often conﬂicting features for population-based
search methods. Rapid convergence usually results in a fast loss of population diversity, whereas
better varieties of individuals produce more possibilities to improve solutions. The dynamic
behaviors can be observed from the changes of population diversity, shown in Figs.1–6, and
convergence performance in Figs.7–10. The diversity and convergence analysis above indicate
that QEPS can achieve a better trade-oﬀ between convergence and diversity than QIEA, i.e.,
better balance between exploration and exploitation than QIEA. This better balance of these two
essential features of any evolutionary approach is the principal explanation of the fact that QEPS
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achieves high quality solutions, better than QIEA if NoFE is large enough. For example, NoFE
is greater than 10000 for the knapsack problems with 400, 600 and 800 items, which corresponds
to 100 evolutionary generations.
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Figure 9: Cf b of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.

3.3

Correlation between Measures and Fitness

The goal of MIEAs is to ﬁnd the optimal solution of an optimization problem, so the relationship between the diversity and convergence measures and ﬁtness is very important for improving
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Figure 10: Cf a of QEPS and QIEA with items 400, 600 and 800.
the algorithm performance with respect to diversity and convergence. In this subsection, we
introduce a tendency correlation coeﬃcient to evaluate the importance of the eight measures:
Dqbw , Dqa , Dhbw , Dhm , Dbc , Dba , Cqb and Cqa .
The tendency correlation coeﬃcient of two sequences, S1 = (s11 , s12 , · · · , s1L ) and S2 = (s21 , s22 , · · · , s2L )
, is deﬁned as
∑
(∆S1 · ∆S2 )
i
ρ = √∑
(13)
∑
∆S1 2 · ∆S2 2
i

i

where ∆S1 = (∆s11 , ∆s12 , · · · , ∆s1L−1 ) and ∆S2 = (∆s21 , ∆s22 , · · · , ∆s2L−1 ) , where ∆s1k and ∆s2k
(k = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1) are respectively
∆s1k = s1k+1 − s1k

(14)

∆s2k = s2k+1 − s2k

(15)

The tendency correlation coeﬃcient ρ varies in the range between -1 and 1. The maximal
value 1 and minimal value -1 mean that the two sequences S1 and S2 have identical and completely
opposite tendencies, respectively. Thus a larger absolute value of ρ indicates a stronger tendency
correlation.
We use the tendency correlation coeﬃcient to analyze the relationship between each of the
eight measures, Dqbw , Dqa , Dhbw , Dhm , Dbc , Dba , Cqb and Cqa , and each of two kinds of ﬁtness,
Cf b and Cf a . Experimental results are listed in Table 1, where each datum is calculated by
using the statistical results of three knapsack problems with 400, 600 and 800 items in Sections
3.1–3.2.
It can be seen from experimental results in Table 1 that the three diversity measures, Dqa ,
Dhm and Dba , have stronger tendency correlation with ﬁtness than the other ﬁve measures. So
the improvement of Dqa , Dhm and Dba could be a promising way to enhance the algorithm
performance. In the column of Dba , positive tendency correlation coeﬃcients show that Dba
and ﬁtness have similar trends, which implies that a larger value of Dba may correspond to a
better ﬁtness. While in the columns of Dqa and Dhm , negative values demonstrate that the two
population diversity measures have contrary trends with ﬁtness, which might mean that smaller
values of Dqa and Dhm could result in better solutions.
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Table 1: Correlation between ﬁtness and diversity, convergence measures.
Measures
400 items
QIEA

600 items
800 items
400 items

QEPS

600 items
800 items

4

Cf b
Cf a
Cf b
Cf a
Cf b
Cf a
Cf b
Cf a
Cf b
Cf a
Cf b
Cf a

Dqbw
-0.7335
-0.6894
-0.6878
-0.6548
-0.6812
-0.6491
-0.3260
-0.2004
-0.3004
-0.2300
-0.2531
-0.2057

Dqa
-0.7804
-0.7174ĄĄ
-0.6976
-0.6818
-0.6664
-0.6794
-0.8679
-0.6672
-0.8260
-0.7009
-0.8121
-0.7123

Dhbw
-0.7706
-0.7004
-0.7737
-0.7792
-0.8153
-0.8174
-0.3008
-0.2155
-0.3192
-0.2148
-0.2878
-0.2370

Dhm
-0.9251
-0.8643
-0.9064
-0.8940
-0.9086
-0.9171
-0.7910
-0.6895
-0.8121
-0.7635
-0.8472
-0.7767

Dbc
-0.4812
-0.6312
-0.3604
-0.4993
-0.4291
-0.4466
-0.1042
-0.4590
-0.0638
-0.3809
-0.0524
-0.3477

Dba
0.9180
0.8500
0.8921
0.8764
0.8969
0.9035
0.7715
0.6175
0.7960
0.7067
0.8356
0.7336

Cqb
0.1627
0.1579
0.2663
0.2591
0.2914
0.2436
-0.0007
0.0220
0.0522
0.0231
0.1060
0.0575

Cqa
0.1707
0.1606
0.2412
0.2493
0.2865
0.2749
0.0061
0.0246
0.0427
0.0691
0.0573
0.0766

Examples

In this section, a knapsack problem is described and more experiments are conduced to further
verify the observations in the preceding section.

4.1

Knapsack Problem

A knapsack problem can be described as the process of selecting from among various items
those that are most proﬁtable, given that the knapsack has limited capacity [12, 20, 21]. The
knapsack problem is to select a subset from the given number of items so as to maximize the
proﬁt f (x):
k
∑

pi xi

(16)

wi xi ≤ Ck

(17)

f (x) =

i=1

Subject to
k
∑
i=1

where k is the number of items; pi is the proﬁt of the i-th item; wi is the weight of the i-th item;
Ck is the capacity of the given knapsack; and xi is 0 or 1. This paper uses strongly correlated sets
of unsorted data: wi =uniformly random [1, 50], pi = wi + 25. The average knapsack capacity
Ck is applied.
k
1∑
wi
(18)
Ck =
2
i=1

4.2

Experiments and Results

In this subsection, we carry out the experiments on 15 knapsack problems with 200, 400,
600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2200, 2400, 2600, 2800 and 3000 items to compare
the performance of QEPS and QIEA. In the experiments, QEPS and QIEA use 20 individuals
and 30 independent runs are performed for each case. QEPS uses the OLMS, where 15 elementary membranes and the maximal number 9 of iterations for each elementary membrane are
considered, according to the investigation in [12]. The stopping condition for QEPS and QIEA
is set as follows: 20000 NoFE for the ﬁrst four knapsack problems; 30000 NoFE for the three
knapsack problems with 1000, 1200 and 1400 items; 40000 NoFE for the four knapsack problems
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with 1600, 1800, 2000 and 2200; 60000 NoFE for the last four knapsack problems. The best,
worst and average solutions over 30 independent runs are recorded and listed in Table 2. We also
provide the results, shown in Table 3, for each problem when NoFE is one-tenth of the prescribed
value.
Several facts can be obtained from the results in Tables 2 and 3.
(i) The results in Table 3 show that QIEA achieves better results than QEPS when NoFE is
only one-tenth of the prescribed value for each of the 15 knapsack problems.
(ii) The statistical data in Table 2 show that QEPS is superior to QIEA in terms of the quality
of solutions. Even the worst solution of each problem obtained by QEPS is better than the
best one provided by QIEA.
(iii) It seems that there is a conﬂict between the two conclusions in (i) and (ii). Actually these
conclusions can be explained by using the analysis of population diversity and convergence
in Section 3. The advantage of QIEA over QEPS in Table 3 comes from the fact that QIEA
has a faster convergence speed and shows more rapid changes of population diversity than
QEPS. Slower changes can also be regarded as a better balance, between diversity and
convergence, leading to improved searching capabilities for QEPS, which results in the
superiority of QEPS over QIEA, as shown in Table 2. Moreover, these experimental results
provide suﬃcient details explaining the behavior of QEPS and QIEA, as stated in Section
3.
Table 2: Experimental results for QEPS and QIEA, where NoFE for each problem is prescribed.
QIEA
QEPS
Items
Best Average Worst Best Average Worst
200
5885
5786
5359
5959
5945
5909
400
11650
11553
11396 11873
11837
11778
600
17403
17173
16851 17702
17647
17575
800
22940
22659
22010 23403
23257
23109
1000 28673
28333
27954 29531
29373
29198
1200 34399
33984
33424 35441
35292
35061
1400 39560
39149
38488 40886
40722
40364
1600 45277
44864
44423 47242
47018
46672
1800 50784
50163
49506 52772
52600
52395
2000 56453
55879
55129 58775
58543
58065
2200 61645
61175
59820 64513
64230
63680
2400 66683
65984
64981 70402
70015
69726
2600 72546
71992
71497 76621
76245
75296
2800 77511
76734
75924 81918
81486
80683
3000 83294
82608
82020 88207
87657
87044

5

Conclusion

The dynamic behavior analysis of MIEAs is very illustrative for a better understanding of
the role played by P systems in the context of evolutionary algorithms. This paper discusses
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Table 3: Experimental results for QEPS and QIEA,
of the prescribed value.
QIEA
Items
Best Average Worst
200
5574
5476
5359
400
10964
10836
10687
600
16004
15928
15775
800
21234
21096
20860
1000 26755
26571
26309
1200 32148
31925
31707
1400 36990
36832
36553
1600 42918
42588
42352
1800 47878
47559
47353
2000 53376
53068
52803
2200 58646
58335
58102
2400 63441
63195
62819
2600 69342
69077
68676
2800 74051
73613
73269
3000 79630
79236
78743

where NoFE for each problem is one-tenth

Best
5496
10744
15914
21230
26501
31849
36754
42634
47428
53001
58271
63226
69196
73524
79361

QEPS
Average
5395
10666
15721
20839
26274
31635
36482
42270
47121
52654
57957
62806
68755
73207
78886

Worst
5306
10548
15549
20686
26124
31460
36179
42038
46788
52433
57622
62328
68420
72833
78483

for the ﬁrst time signiﬁcant aspects of developmental processes occurring in MIEAs using a
comparative approach in an experimental context, whereby a set of population diversity and
convergence measures were introduced and analyzed. This work not only provides some answers
to the diﬃcult and intriguing question of what are the beneﬁts of using P systems in evolutionary
algorithms, but also suggests possible improvements for MIEAs. On the basis of this work, a
promising research might start with a multi-objective optimization framework utilizing concepts
and principles of P systems in a systematic and consistent way.
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